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Abstract 

For local law enforcement and local emergency managers, the threat of terrorist attacks in 

their communities is real. There are no anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies that are 

taught and used by local agencies. The purpose of this qualitative grounded theory study 

was to explore how small and midsize local law enforcement and emergency 

management departments prevent and interdict terrorism before it happens in their 

communities. Multiple streams theory and routine activities theory were used to guide the 

study. Data were collected from semi-structured interviews with 10 participants from 

small and midsize agencies in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States. Findings 

from constant comparative data analysis indicated that these agencies used a combination 

of intelligence gathering, information sharing, vulnerable target protection, and 

deterrence strategies to prevent terrorist incidents in their jurisdictions. Findings may be 

used law enforcement to prevent terrorist attacks, saves lives, and make communities 

safer resulting in positive social change.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study 

On June 12, 2016, a terrorist pledging allegiance to the Islamic terror group ISIS 

entered a night club in Orlando, Florida and killed 50 people (Ellis, Fantz, Karimi, & 

McLaughlin, 2016). Since the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001, 92 terrorist attacks 

have occurred in cities around the United States, including New York, NY; Boston, MA; 

Fort Hood, TX; San Bernardino, CA; and Chattanooga, TN (Mueller, 2017). These 

terrorist incidents are reminders of the threat that is present in today’s world. The 

emergency management system and law enforcement are responsible for dealing with 

terrorism. 

In 1917 the United States passed the Army Appropriation Act, which in part 

developed and funded the first official government established emergency management 

system (Canton, 2007). This act put into place a network of state and local councils, 

under the guidance of the Council of National Defense, to deal with civil defense issues 

(Canton, 2007). The Council of National Defense remained in place with a few name 

changes until the end of World War II (Canton, 2007).  

In 1950 the emergency management system changed with the passage of the 

Federal Disaster Act and the Civil Defense Act (Canton, 2007). The Federal Disaster Act 

reaffirmed the role of the federal government in national disasters, and the Civil Defense 

Act defined the role of local government in disaster preparedness (Canton, 2007). These 

pieces of legislation defined the roles in emergency management but kept cooperation 

between the federal, state, and local governments limited. The Stafford Act of 1974 

allowed the state and local governments to request assistance from the federal 
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government during a disaster (Bullock, Haddow, & Coppola, 2016). This system of 

cooperation in preparedness and response was put in place to deal with disasters. After 

the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the federal legislators passed the Homeland 

Security Act and modified the Stafford Act in part to include terrorism as form of disaster 

that the emergency management system would have to deal with (Bullock et al., 2016). 

Terrorist attacks including bombings, mass shootings, stabbings, and vehicle 

assaults have occurred in the United States and have been responded to and dealt with by 

local law enforcement agencies and their emergency management departments (Martin, 

2017). The emergency management system and police at the state and local level need to 

be ready for these kinds of attacks. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 put into place the 

current laws and guidelines that terrorism prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, 

and recovery fall under (Bullock et al., 2016). The Homeland Security Act established the 

new Department of Homeland Security and included the National Incident Management 

System (NIMS) and the National Prevention Framework (NPF; Bullock et al., 2016). 

The NIMS was established to provide a consistent approach for all levels of first 

responders when preparing for, responding to, and recovering from a disaster including a 

terrorist incident (Bullock et al., 2016). NIMS does not address how emergency managers 

and law enforcement officers should prevent a terrorist incident before they occur. The 

NPF was developed to prevent terrorist attacks (Department of Homeland Security 

[DHS], 2013). The NPF is based on the idea that the best way for local and state 

governments to prepare for terrorist attacks is to provide intelligence to the DHS and to 

assist the federal authorities when they need it (DHS, 2013). The NPF does not include 
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techniques, strategies, policies, and procedures that state and local emergency managers 

and law enforcement members can use to make their own terrorism prevention plans. 

There should be a comprehensive program specifically designed for state and 

local entities. The current prevention framework or plan revolves around the capabilities 

and cooperation of the federal government and does not help state and local jurisdictions 

prevent terrorist incidents or mitigate disasters in their communities (DHS, 2013). Other 

than intelligence sharing, the format of the NPF does not address anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies and techniques that can be used by local law 

enforcement agencies and emergency management departments (DHS, 2013). It is hard 

to gauge how effective the NPF is because intelligence that is sent from local law 

enforcement agencies to the federal law enforcement community is protected and not 

available for review.  

After reviewing some terrorist attacks on U.S. soil, researchers found that federal 

law enforcement agencies had information about the terrorist or the attacks that was 

never disseminated to local agencies (Dearstyne, 2005). The Boston Marathon bombing, 

the San Bernardino shooting, and the Orlando night club shooting were carried out by 

terrorists who had been known to the Federal Bureau of Investigation prior to the attacks, 

but the information had not been disseminated to the local law enforcement agencies 

(Dearstyne, 2005). Bean (2009) looked at whether the current information sharing system 

helped local emergency preparedness agencies better prepare for an incident. Bean also 

looked at the information sharing system set up through the DHS and used an online 

survey of local emergency preparedness agencies that had contributed intelligence to the 
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system. Bean evaluated whether the local emergency preparedness agencies received 

information back from the DHS that helped them to prepare for an incident and found 

that the local agencies did not believe that they had received useful information from 

DHS. 

Klinger and Grossman (2002) evaluated who would be responsible for dealing 

with terrorists on U.S. soil and determined that local law enforcement would be first to 

respond. Klinger and Grossman also assessed the capabilities of U.S. responders and 

determined that local law enforcement was not equipped or trained to deal with terrorism. 

The study involved a review of the kinds of terrorist attacks that were being conducted 

and how other countries responded to those attacks (Klinger & Grossman, 2002). 

Findings indicated that a more military style response was the most effective way to deal 

with terrorism and that local law enforcement did not have the military style capabilities 

(Klinger & Grossman, 2002). The study also indicated that the country of Israel uses their 

national military to police terrorism in the local communities (Klinger & Grossman, 

2002) and that current federal laws will not allow the U.S. military to take over policing 

terrorism in the local communities (Klinger & Grossman, 2002). Policing terrorism is the 

job of local law enforcement (Haddow, Bullock, & Coppola, 2014). Local law 

enforcement agencies and emergency management departments should be trained on how 

to better deal with terrorism. The main provider for training related to terrorism is the 

federal government through the DHS (Haddow et al., 2014).  

Currently the DHS (2013) offers only anti-terrorism and terrorism prevention 

training for first responders as a small part of the training that emphasizes response 
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preparedness. This training is offered free to law enforcement agencies and emergency 

management departments through the Center for Domestic Preparedness. The training 

focuses on intelligence gathering and information sharing (DHS, 2013). The DHS does 

not offer a training program for local and state law enforcement or emergency managers 

that is based on techniques and strategies that they can use to prevent and mitigate 

terrorism. There is no training or evidence-based strategies for local emergency managers 

and law enforcement officials to use to set up a comprehensive plan to prevent and 

interdict terrorist attacks before they occur.  

The responsibilities of an emergency manager include looking at potential threats, 

natural or human, in their communities and conducting a risk analysis of those threats 

(Canton, 2007). For every potential threat, the emergency manger should prepare a plan 

on how to deal with the threat (Haddow et al., 2014). A comprehensive plan includes 

strategies that can be used to prevent the incident or to mitigate the damage done by the 

threat (Canton, 2007).  

After the terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, the federal 

government created the DHS to deal with human and natural threats (DHS, 2017). The 

DHS developed a strategy for dealing with disasters that occur on U.S. soil (DHS, 2017). 

The NIMS (2002) was put in place as a guideline for all local emergency managers to use 

when designing their disaster plans. As part of NIMS, the federal government put the 

responsibility of preventing, mitigating, preparing, responding, and recovering from 

incidents on the local emergency managers and first responders (D. W. Walsh et al., 

2012). Another change the U.S. government enacted by issuing the National Response 
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Plan (NRP) was to classify terrorism as a hazard or threat that the emergency 

management system must deal with (D. W. Walsh et al., 2012). These changes made 

terrorism a local threat or hazard that requires the local law enforcement community and 

emergency managers to deal with. The NRP is the guiding document for the all-hazards 

emergency response philosophy (Bullock et al., 2016). The all-hazards emergency 

response philosophy places the responsibility to prepare and respond to all-hazards on the 

local emergency management departments and on local law enforcement (Bullock et al., 

2016).  

The current system places the responsibility of preventing, mitigating, preparing, 

responding, and recovering from terrorism on the local law enforcement agencies and the 

emergency management departments. The federal government has provided some 

training and equipment to state and local jurisdictions in the areas of preparation and 

response but has not provided training for anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies. In 

the current study, I explored terrorism prevention and interdiction strategies and 

techniques that are being used by small and midsize law enforcement agencies and their 

emergency management departments. A gap exists in the current terrorism prevention 

system and in the research related to anti-terrorism on what strategies should be 

employed by small and midsize agencies. This study addressed what anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies and techniques are being used by small and midsize 

departments, if any, and how these strategies could be combined to create a 

comprehensive anti-terrorism plan.  
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Problem Statement 

This study addressed a gap in the research related to anti-terrorism strategies and 

techniques used by small and midsize law enforcement agencies and their companion 

emergency management departments. In 2002 with the passage of the Homeland Security 

Act, the landscape related to dealing with terrorism changed forever (White & Collins, 

2006). Law enforcement agencies and homeland security departments became 

responsible for mitigating, preparing, responding, and recovering from terrorist attacks 

(D. W. Walsh et al., 2012). The DHS (2016) does a good job of offering training related 

to the preparation and response for a terrorist incident but offers limited information and 

training on how to mitigate or prevent terrorism. The lack of training and evidence-based 

anti-terrorism techniques and strategies for local emergency managers and law 

enforcement to use to prevent terrorism causes their communities to be less safe (Martin, 

2017). The DHS or other federal departments offer only anti-terrorism programs that are 

guided by the NPF and revolve around the local agencies gathering intelligence and 

sending it to the federal agencies (Bullock et al., 2016). These programs do not offer 

training or information on terrorism prevention strategies and techniques that are being 

tried by state and local agencies (DHS, 2016). Local emergency managers and law 

enforcement agencies need strategies and techniques that they can use to prevent 

terrorism in their communities. A gap exists for small and midsize law enforcement 

agencies and emergency management departments regarding what strategies and 

techniques could be used to create a comprehensive plan to prevent terrorism. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this qualitative study was to identify whether small and midsize 

law enforcement agencies and their emergency management departments are engaged in 

anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies, techniques, and training. If they are involved 

anti-terrorism/counterterrorism actions, this study addressed what strategies and 

techniques are being used to prevent and interdict terrorism. It is possible that the anti-

terrorism strategies and techniques that are being used by one agency may be used by 

other state and local governments to develop a comprehensive terrorism prevention plan 

for their jurisdictions. These techniques and strategies, once identified, should be 

researched in future studies as to their effectiveness to prevent terrorism. I used the 

grounded theory approach to explore and collect data about anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism techniques and strategies that are being used to prevent 

terrorist incidents in small and midsize law enforcement agencies and their companion 

emergency management departments. The study addressed anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies and techniques that are being used in emergency 

management systems and law enforcement agencies in the Rocky Mountain region of the 

United States. 

Research Questions 

There is a lack of evidence-based information about anti-terrorism techniques and 

strategies that can be used at the local level. It is not clear what local law enforcement 

and emergency management systems should do to deal with terrorism. There are many 

federal and state programs that help local law enforcement to prepare, train, respond, and 
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recover from terrorist incidents, but there are no programs to help local jurisdictions 

prevent terrorism (DHS, 2016). Three research questions were developed and addressed 

in this study. The purpose of this study was to identify and evaluate anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism techniques and strategies and develop a comprehensive 

terrorism prevention plan for use by local emergency managers and law enforcement. 

The following research questions (RQs) were used to guide the study: 

RQ1: What anti-terrorism techniques and strategies are currently being used to 

interdict and prevent terrorism? 

RQ2: What techniques and strategies should local emergency managers and law 

enforcement agencies be implementing to prevent and mitigate terrorism? 

RQ3: How can these techniques and strategies be combined to produce a 

comprehensive anti-terrorism program that can be used at the local level? 

Theoretical Framework 

Theoretical frameworks are critical to studying, understanding, and creating 

public policy (Sabatier & Weible, 2014). Well-developed theories can guide the thinking 

of the people who are producing new policies. Two theoretical frameworks were used in 

the current study: multiple streams theory in reference to public policy, and routine 

activities theory in relationship to criminology (see Kingdon, 2003; Sabatier & Weible, 

2014; D. W. Walsh et al., 2012). Researchers in public administration might find 

applicable theories in multiple areas like public policy and criminology (Walden 

University, 2014).  
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Multiple stream theory looks at decision-making and policy changes based on 

three separate streams of influence: problem, policy, and politics (Kingdon, 2003; 

Sabatier & Weible, 2014). The theory states that when the three streams converge it is the 

best time to get something accomplished related to policy (Kingdon, 2003; Sabatier & 

Weible, 2014). My literature review indicated occasions in which the multiple streams 

theory was used in the formation of law enforcement policies and laws. Larkin (2013) 

used the multiple stream theory as the framework for analyzing how and why new 

criminal laws are made. Multiple stream theory is viewed as a framework that is critical 

to the development of new public policies and new public policy theories (Nowlin, 2011).  

The criminological theory of routine activities theory is based on the concept that 

there are three conditions that must be present for a crime to be committed (A. Walsh, 

2015). The three conditions are a suitable target, a motivated offender, and the lack of a 

capable guardian (A. Walsh, 2015). The criminological aspect of the current study was to 

identify strategies and techniques that can be used to detect future terrorists and prevent 

them from conducting their attack. Routine activities theory posits that the terrorist is the 

motivated offender who is difficult to change, but communities through public policy and 

law enforcement efforts can affect the suitable target and capable guardian (A. Walsh, 

2015). This criminological theory is the basis for most modern crime prevention 

programs (A. Walsh, 2015). Crime prevention, including crime related to terrorism, as 

seen through the eyes of routine activities theory would have local law enforcement 

agencies trying to decrease the attractiveness of potential targets and increase the 

presence of a watchful guardian (A. Walsh, 2015). The routine activities theory was used 
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as a framework in terrorism-related studies. Pridemore, Chamlin, and Trahan (2008) is a 

study that uses routine activities theory as a framework to reviewed the impact on crime 

after a terrorist attack had occurred in a local community. 

Nature of the Study 

The data collection for this study consisted of semi-structured interviews done 

with local police, county sheriffs, and emergency managers. The goal of the interviews 

was to identify terrorism prevention techniques and strategies currently being used and 

the impact those programs have on the agencies. The findings may be used to develop a 

comprehensive terrorism prevention plan that can be used at the local level. If a terrorism 

prevention plan is developed, it will be an unproven theory that will invite further 

research to evaluate whether it prevents terrorist acts and whether it is cost-effective for a 

jurisdiction. The qualitative approach in this study was the grounded theory approach. 

Grounded theory research is “meant to build theory rather than test theory” (Patton, 2015, 

p. 110). Grounded theory focuses on exploring actions and processes with the goal of 

theory construction (Creswell, 2013; Patton, 2015).  

This study addressed the actions and processes that are currently being used to 

prevent terrorism at the local level that will “provide a framework for further research” 

(Creswell, 2013, p. 83). A second approach that was considered was the pragmatic theory 

of truth. Pragmatic theory is based on the idea of finding practical and useful answers to 

solve problems (Patton, 2015). Pragmatic theory is used to look at the research problem 

and find ways to solve it or provide a direction on how to solve it (Patton, 2015). For the 

current study, pragmatic theory was used to look at the problem of a lack of terrorism 
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prevention techniques, strategies, and training for local jurisdictions and to find ways to 

address it at the local level. The study addressed terrorism prevention and 

counterterrorism strategies that can be used by other local agencies in their training 

programs. Both research approaches provided meaningful information related to the 

research problem and questions. 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this study, the following terms were defined as follows: 

All-hazards approach: Common sets of emergency preparedness and response 

procedures and practices that are applicable in any locality, and an economy of scale is 

achieved by planning and preparing for disaster in generic terms rather than for each 

unique type (Sylves, 2015). 

Anti-terrorism: Official measures used to deter or prevent terrorist attacks 

(Martin, 2017). 

Counterterrorism: Proactive policies used to eliminate terrorist environments and 

groups (Martin, 2017). 

Crime prevention: Policies to prevent new criminal acts from occurring or 

reducing the number and severity of such acts (Bjorgo, 2013). 

Mitigation: A sustained action to reduce or eliminate risk to people and property 

form hazards and their effects (Haddow et al., 2014). 

National Incident Management System (NIMS): A set of principles that provides a 

systematic, proactive approach guiding government agencies, nongovernmental 

organizations, and the private sector to work seamlessly to prevent, protect against, 
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respond to, recover from, and mitigate the effects of incidents regardless of cause, size, 

location, or complexity to reduce the loss of life and property and reduce harm to the 

environment (Haddow et al., 2014). 

Preparedness: A state of readiness to respond to a disaster, crisis, or any other 

type of emergency situation (Haddow et al., 2014). 

Recovery: The development, coordination, and execution of service and site 

restoration plans; evaluation of the incident to identify lessons learned; post incident 

reporting; and development of initiatives to mitigate the effects of future incidents 

(Haddow et al., 2014). 

Response: Activities, laws, or policies applied in the immediate aftermath of a 

disaster to protect life and property, prevent secondary disaster effects, and reconstitute 

government operation (Sylves, 2015). 

Small to midsize law enforcement agency: Any law enforcement agency that has 

250 sworn officers or fewer. The 250 sworn officer number comes from evaluating cities 

and towns in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States and separating large cities 

from small and midsize cities. After separating the cities by size, the number of sworn 

officers is obtained. 

Strategy: An action plan including available measures and resources to achieve a 

specified effect (Bjorgo, 2013). 

Assumptions 

This study was based on the assumption that small and midsize law enforcement 

agencies are committed to preventing terrorism. I assumed that law enforcement agencies 
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and emergency management departments in small to midsize jurisdictions have, because 

of the current climate, developed and adopted strategies to prevent and mitigate terrorism. 

I also assumed that these small to midsize law enforcement agencies and emergency 

management departments have resources available to allocate for terrorism prevention. It 

may be that law enforcement agencies and emergency management departments are not 

actively engaged in anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies (Thacher, 2005). These 

assumptions were made based on the assertion that local law enforcement agencies and 

emergency management departments have an important role in anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism prevention (Martin, 2017). For this study it was also necessary 

to assume that the terrorist threat was real in every jurisdiction, no matter the size, in the 

United States (see Martin, 2017). These assumptions were important aspects of the study 

and were based on the scholarly thought about the role of local law enforcement and 

terrorism (see Carter & Carter, 2009; Docobo, 2005; McGarrell, Freilich, & Chermak, 

2007). 

Scope and Delimitations 

The purpose of the study was to investigate and identify the anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies that are being used by small and midsize law 

enforcement agencies and emergency management departments. The study’s results may 

help similar agencies and departments understand what strategies are being used and 

could be used by them. The results may provide a basis for further research into the 

effectiveness of anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies. The current study’s population 

was law enforcement agencies with 250 sworn officers or fewer that are located in the 
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Rocky Mountain region of the United States. This population was chosen because of the 

varied demographics (i.e., urban, suburban, and rural). The results of this grounded 

theory study were used to generate a new unproven theory about how small and midsize 

agencies are preventing terrorism in their jurisdictions. Because the anti-terrorism counter 

terrorism strategies have not been tested, the transferability of the results is limited, and 

these strategies can be tried with only anecdotal evidence of their success. 

Limitations 

Grounded theory studies are conducted to explore and investigate a process or 

action (Creswell, 2013). The current study addressed the counterterrorism strategies 

being used by small and midsize law enforcement agencies. A limitation of this study 

was that I may have had preconceived ideas about counterterrorism efforts and what 

strategies are effective in preventing such incidents (see Creswell, 2013). The grounded 

theory data collection is based on an ongoing chain of collection and analysis (Holton & 

Walsh, 2017). This data collection approach can cause changes in the direction the study 

is going Holton & Walsh, 2017). A limitation to this type of study is that the researcher 

may not be able to decide when a data collection has reached saturation (Creswell, 2013). 

A question of bias against the federal intelligence community could affect what anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies are considered by researchers. These limitations 

were addressed by conducting semi-structured interviews and by letting the data drive the 

findings of the study. This study was a fact-finding mission with no preconceived ideas 

of strategies currently being used for anti-terrorism/counterterrorism by small and 

midsize agencies. 
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Significance 

In 1992, the United States government changed the policy dealing with terrorist 

attacks and threats that happen inside the United States (D. W. Walsh et al., 2012). The 

current policy puts the responsibility of preventing, preparing, responding, and 

recovering from terrorism on local emergency managers and local law enforcement (D. 

W. Walsh et al., 2012). The federal government provides training and equipment for 

preparing and responding to terrorist incidents but has no program to train and equip local 

jurisdictions for the prevention of terrorism (Sylves, 2015). The first responder 

emergency management community has developed training and guidelines on how to 

prepare, train, and respond to terrorism (Bullock et al., 2016; Sylves, 2015). The United 

State federal government offers training on terrorism preparedness and response through 

the Center for Domestic Preparedness (DHS, 2016). Several textbooks have been written 

about how to prepare for and respond to terrorism from the law enforcement prospective 

and the emergency management perspective (Bullock et al., 2016; Dempsey & Frost, 

2014; Sylves, 2015). A gap exists in the current emergency management system and in 

the training provided by the United States government on what techniques and strategies 

local jurisdictions should use to prevent terrorism and whether any of the anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies are effective in preventing terrorist incidents.  

This study addressed anti-terrorism/counterterrorism techniques and strategies 

that are being used by small and midsize jurisdictions in the Rocky Mountain region of 

the United States. This study may support peace and security in local communities by 

helping them develop plans based on anti-terrorism/counterterrorism techniques and 
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strategies to prevent terrorist incidents and keep their communities safe (see Majchrzak, 

Markus, & Wareham, 2014). 

Summary 

This qualitative grounded theory study was designed to investigate the anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies that small and midsize law enforcement agencies 

and their companion emergency management departments are using to prevent and 

mitigate terrorism. I used the ground theory approach to explain what anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies are being used (see Creswell, 2013). In the next 

chapter, I review research in the areas of terrorism, the role of law enforcement in 

terrorism, and a history of law enforcement and emergency management in the area of 

terrorism. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Leaders being assassinated and communities being violently attacked in the name 

of a cause has been common throughout history (Martin, 2017). The modern era of 

terrorism has manifested in the form of attacks on New York City and Washington DC 

on September 11th, in the bombing of the Boston Marathon, and mass shootings in San 

Bernardino and Orlando. There have been approximately 92 terrorist attacks in the 

United States since the September 11, 2001 attack (Mueller, 2017). Any time there is a 

terrorist incident, it is a reminder that every community could fall prey to an attack. The 

emergency management system and law enforcement at the local level are responsible for 

dealing with terrorism.  

Since the early 1900s, the United States has passed legislation that has established 

the emergency management system and funded numerous disaster relief situations. The 

Army Appropriation Act and the Council of National Defense are examples of laws that 

began to set up and design the emergency management system at the federal, state, and 

local level (Canton, 2007). In 1950, the Federal Disaster Act confirmed the federal 

government’s role in dealing with national disasters, and the Civil Defense Act explained 

to local governments what their responsibilities would be in disaster preparedness 

(Canton, 2007). The next important piece of legislation was the Stafford Act of 1974. 

This law authorized local and state governments to request assistance from the federal 

government during a disaster (Bullock et al., 2016). The Homeland Security Act was 

passed after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 and changed the Stafford Act, in 
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part, to include terrorism as a disaster that the emergency management system would 

have to deal with (Bullock et al., 2016).  

The Homeland Security Act formalized the all-hazards approach to emergency 

management and tried to standardize the preparation and response to terrorist incidents 

(Bullock et al., 2016). The Homeland Security Act also identified the NIMS and the NPF 

as the working guidelines for disasters (Bullock et al., 2016). NIMS set up an approach 

for first responders at the local, state, and federal level to mitigate, prepare, respond, and 

recover from disasters including terrorism (Bullock et al., 2016). NIMS does not address 

how local jurisdictions should prevent terrorist attacks from occurring. The NPF 

addressed terrorism prevention (DHS, 2013). The prevention plan for local and state 

jurisdictions under the NPF is for local and state entities to provide intelligence to federal 

law enforcement agencies who will handle it (DHS, 2013). The framework does not 

include counterterrorism strategies that local law enforcement and emergency 

management can use to produce their own comprehensive terrorism prevention plan.  

The current system of information sharing has been found to be flawed. In a 

review of terrorist attacks in the United States, Dearstyne (2005) found that federal law 

enforcement had information about potential terrorist incidents and never disseminated 

that information to local law enforcement agencies or emergency management 

departments. Bean (2009) evaluated the DHS information sharing system and found that 

local emergency management departments that had contributed intelligence to the DHS 

believed that they had not received useful information back from them.  
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Klinger and Grossman (2002) determined that local law enforcement agencies 

would be the first to respond to acts of terror in the United States . Klinger and Grossman 

also determined that local law enforcement was not equipped or trained to deal with 

terrorism in their communities. It is recognized that it is the job of local law enforcement 

to deal with terrorism (Haddow et al., 2014). The emergency management system has 

also assigned responsibility to local emergency management departments for identifying 

potential threats, natural or human (Canton, 2007). The local emergency management 

departments are supposed to conduct a risk analysis of the potential threats and prepare a 

plan for how to deal with the threats (Canton, 2007). The plan for each potential threat 

should include strategies on how to prevent the incident or to mitigate the damage done 

by the threat (Canton, 2007).  

A gap in the research was counterterrorism and the strategies and techniques that 

small and midsize law enforcement agencies and emergency management departments 

can use to prevent terrorism. In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on September 11th, 

2001, the United States government passed the Homeland Security Act of 2002, which 

changed how the law enforcement agencies and emergency management departments 

dealt with terrorism (White & Collins,2006). The passage of this act made law 

enforcement agencies and homeland security departments officially responsible for 

preventing, mitigating, preparing, responding, and recovering from a terrorist attacks (D. 

W. Walsh et al., 2012). The Homeland Security Act of 2002 established the DHS, which 

coordinates the training for local law enforcement and emergency management 

professionals in the area of terrorism (DHS, 2016). The DHS and other federal agencies 
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designed a counterterrorism strategy called the NPF (Bullock et al., 2016). The terrorism 

prevention training for local law enforcement agencies and emergency management 

departments that is offered by the DHS and identified in the NPF is limited to intelligence 

gathering and disseminating the information to federal law enforcement agencies 

(Bullock et al., 2016). Local communities are less safe because of the lack of training in 

terrorism prevention strategies for local emergency management departments and law 

enforcement agencies (Martin, 2017). For small and midsize law enforcement agencies 

and emergency management departments, the training on counterterrorism strategies is 

limited even though some government officials state that the next major terrorist attack 

will occur in a rural community (Bullock et al., 2016). No comprehensive anti-terrorism 

plan exists for small and midsize emergency management departments and law 

enforcement agencies. 

Literature Search Strategy 

The information that was used for this literature review on topics related to 

counterterrorism, terrorism, and crime prevention was collected through numerous 

Walden University electronic databases and some additional search engines that include 

but are not limited to the following: Criminal Justice Database, Political Science 

Complete, Sage Journals, SocINDEX, Taylor and Francis Online, Bloomsbury Open 

Archives, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Find Law, Homeland Security Digital Library, 

International Security and Counter Terrorism Reference Center, Legal Trac, Nexis Uni, 

Oxford Criminology Bibliographies, Political Science Complete, and Google Scholar. 

The following are search terms and phrases that were used to identify research reports 
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and other related information that was used in this literature review: terrorism, terrorism 

prevention, anti-terrorism, counter terrorism, police counter terrorism, emergency 

management, local law enforcement terrorism, terrorism mitigation, crime prevention, 

crime prevention terrorism, Orlando shooting, Orlando nightclub shooting, Orlando 

Pulse shooting, Boston Marathon bombing, San Bernardino shooting, San Bernardino 

terrorist shooting, information sharing, and terrorism prevention strategies.  

The initial searches were conducted to locate studies that were performed between 

2008 and 2018; these searches were done using keywords and keyword phrases. 

Additional searches were done to locate research and other information that would 

provide a historical perspective on this topic. All the searches involved the same 

methodology and the same databases. The searches produced numerous relevant 

documents including research studies, journals, books, articles, and dissertations. An 

example of the search methodology is a search in the Criminal Justice Database using the 

keywords terrorism prevention for the years 2008 to 2018. The results of this search were 

4,113 items. When the search keyword was separated into two separate searches, the 

results were 1,5381 items for terrorism and 35,970 items for prevention. Applicable 

search results were evaluated for their accuracy, objectivity, and relevance to this study. 

Grounded Theory 

This research study was based on grounded theory methodology. I developed a 

theory on how local law enforcement agencies and emergency management departments 

could prevent terrorism in their communities. Chapter 3 provides more information on 

how the grounded theory methodology was used to develop new ideas in this study. This 
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literature review included literature related to grounded theory approaches, terrorism as a 

problem, local jurisdictions responsibilities, and current prevention philosophies.  

The grounded theory approach is different from other approaches because it 

moves beyond basic description of a topic and involves development of a theory 

(Creswell, 2013). The grounded theory approach is considered different, so the literature 

review is considered different. The literature review in most research approaches or 

methodologies is designed to articulate previous research that shows a gap that is going to 

be explored in the current study (Creswell, 2013). In a grounded theory approach, the 

literature review can hinder the basic premise of the study by stifling the researcher’s 

ability to be open to discovering what theories and concepts the data present (Holton & 

Walsh, 2017). In a grounded theory study, the data collected drive the discovery of 

theories and should not be limited by an extensive literature review. The literature review 

can be used more effectively in the discussion section after the data have been collected 

and analyzed (Holton & Walsh, 2017). 

Historical Overview 

The major religious texts that act as a written account of history describe floods, 

disease, earthquakes, and other disasters that have affected societies (Haddow et al., 

2014). When societies responded to the disasters and then tried to change things to 

prepare for the next time they occurred, they were preforming the tasks of an emergency 

manager (Canton, 2007). Most of the early emergency management duties were 

conducted by the community affected by the disaster. In 1803 the United States federal 

government passed a congressional act that gave a town in New Hampshire financial aid 
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after it had been destroyed by a fire (Haddow et al., 2014). This event was the first time 

that the U.S government became involved in a local community because of a disaster 

(Haddow et al., 2014). In the 1930s the U.S. government established the Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation and the Bureau of Public Roads that, in part, helped with responding 

and recovering from disasters (Haddow et al., 2014). In 1936, the Flood Control Act was 

passed by the U.S. Congress and gave resources to states and local communities to design 

and build flood control projects (Haddow et al., 2014). In terms of emergency 

management, this act acknowledged that governments and communities could take 

preventive measures against natural disasters (Haddow et al., 2014).  

One disturbing trend that has been part of emergency management since the 

beginning, is the idea to only prepare for the last disaster that has occurred (Canton, 

2007). When a community has been damaged by a tornado, fire, or flood, all the 

preparation after that incident will be based on how to prepare for the next disaster of the 

same kind (Canton, 2007). Many communities throughout history have prepared for a 

similar disaster only to be devastated by some different event (Canton, 2007). In the 

aftermath of the use of the nuclear bombs that ended World War 2, the United States 

became thoughtful of how to prepare for and respond to a nuclear attack (Haddow et al., 

2014). Government agencies like the Office of Civil Defense Planning, the National 

Security Resource Board, the Federal Civil Defense Administration and the Office of 

Defense Mobilization took on the responsibility of preparing America for a nuclear attack 

(Canton, 2007; Haddow et al., 2014). These agencies eventually became the Office of 
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Civil Defense (Canton, 2007). Throughout the 1950’s, civil defense was the main focus 

of the emergency management community (Canton, 2007).  

The 1960s began with a series of deadly natural disasters in the form of 

hurricanes, earthquakes, and tsunamis (Haddow et al., 2014). The civil defense 

preparation did not prepare these communities for the disasters that affected them 

(Haddow et al., 2014). The federal government responded by creating the Office of 

Emergency Management that was supposed to deal with response and recovery from 

natural disasters (Haddow et al., 2014). The federal government still viewed emergency 

management as a reactive system. When crises occurred, they would pass a new act to 

deal with the individual incident and allocate money and resources to deal with the 

emergency (Canton, 2007). Prior to the 1970s, the U.S. Congress passed over 120 

individual acts to deal with disaster relief (Canton, 2007).  

Federal, state, and local governments had been expanding the emergency 

management focus to where most jurisdictions had overlapping and competing 

departments dealing with disaster response and relief. The passage of the Stafford Act of 

1974 changed two important parts of emergency management. It combined several 

federal agencies into one and allocated money for disaster preparation and warning 

programs (Canton, 2007). In 1979, in an attempt to further consolidate the emergency 

management departments of the federal government, the president issued a presidential 

executive order establishing the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 

(Canton, 2007; Haddow et al., 2014). The creation of FEMA combined the civil defense 

part of emergency management with the natural disaster part (Canton, 2007). It also 
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adopted the approach of dealing with disasters to include mitigation, preparation, 

response, and recovery known as the all-hazards approach (Canton, 2007).  

Recorded history has documented acts of terrorism in the form of assassinations 

of leaders and violence against communities since the beginning of time (Martin, 2017). 

In the modern era, terrorist attacks seem occur regularly. Whether it is a bombing, 

shooting, or even using a vehicle to run people over, terrorism is part of our lives. 

Examples of recent acts of terrorism include in August 2017, in Charlottesville Virginia 

protesters clash leaving three people dead including some from a vehicle attack (USA 

Today Editors, 2017). In June of 2016, a gunman pledging allegiance to the Islamic terror 

group ISIS shot up an Orlando Florida night club killing 50 people in a terrorism act 

(Ellis, Fantz, Karimi, & McLaughlin, 2016).  

Since the terrorist attack on September 11, 2001, over 90 terrorist attacks have 

occurred in cities like New York, NY; Boston, MA; Fort Hood, TX; San Bernardino, CA; 

Chattanooga, TN and other U.S. cities and towns (Mueller, 2017). Many of these attacks 

occur in communities that are not considered large metropolitan areas (Census, 2012). In 

all of these attacks on U.S. soil the local law enforcement agencies and the other local 

first responders are the ones that must respond and deal with the situation. The DHS was 

created, in part, to help the U.S. prepare and respond to terrorist incidents (DHS, 2013).  

The attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11th caused the federal 

emergency management system to develop a plan for the country. The Federal Response 

Plan (FRP) was designed because of a Presidential Directive as a plan to supplement the 

Stafford Act (Bullock et al., 2016). The FRP made two major changes to the emergency 
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management all-hazards system. The first was to change the order of the emergency 

management stages, by placing the mitigation stage at the end (Bullock et al., 2016). This 

change indicated that the mitigation stage was now a post incident stage instead of a stage 

to stop the incident from happening (Bullock et al., 2016). The second change was to add 

Prevention as an emergency management stage (Bullock et al., 2016). Prevention in this 

context is defined as “actions taken to avoid an incident or to intervene or to stop an 

incident from occurring, which involve actions taken to protect lives and property” 

(Bullock et al., 2016, p.507). The traditional all-hazards approach to emergency 

management has four stages and the FRP changed that to include a fifth stage of 

prevention. The emergency management community did not embrace the changes to the 

all-hazard stages of emergency management (Bullock et al., 2016). 

In December of 2004, the federal government released the National Response 

Plan (NRP) to replace the FRP (Bullock et al., 2016). The new NRP dropped prevention 

as its own emergency management stage and combined the concept of prevention with 

the Mitigation stage (Bullock et al., 2016). The explanation was that changing back to 

what was the traditional all-hazards approach would keep consistency and clarity for the 

emergency management systems at all levels (Bullock et al., 2016). What this change 

back also did was to lessen the importance of prevention in the all-hazards, emergency 

management system.  

As part of the war on terror the DHS has developed the National Prevention 

Framework (DHS, 2013). This framework identifies the responsibilities of the federal 

agencies to prevent terrorist attacks and how local entities can help prevent terrorism 
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(DHS, 2013). The anti-terrorism strategy outlined in the National Prevention Framework 

(NPF) for local law enforcement agencies is for them to gather intelligence and pass it 

along to the appropriate federal agency (DHS, 2013). The NPF also asks that local law 

enforcement agencies and local homeland security departments assist the federal agencies 

if they request it (DHS, 2013).  

However, the framework does not identify anti-terrorism strategies that can be 

used at the local level to create their own terrorism prevention framework that could 

prevent an attack before it occurs (DHS, 2013). The NPF described plan for local police 

and homeland security departments revolves around intelligence being sent from the local 

jurisdictions to the federal agencies and then expecting the federal government to provide 

a plan for the local community (DHS, 2013). The NPF prevention plan does not include a 

comprehensive plan that local homeland security departments and law enforcement 

agencies can implement to protect their communities from terrorist incidents (DHS, 

2013). After review of some of terrorist attacks on targets in U.S. locations, researchers 

found that federal law enforcement agencies had information about the terrorist or the 

attacks prior to the incident and that they never disseminated the information to local 

agencies (Dearstyne, 2005).  

Klinger and Grossman (2002) conducted a study dealing with terrorism in the 

U.S., they used a case study approach to review terrorist attacks both in the U.S. and 

overseas. Klinger and Grossman reviewed terrorist incidents concentrating on the tactics 

and weapons used in the attacks. Klinger and Grossman found that local law enforcement 

agencies were not equipped or trained to deal with terrorism. The main provider for 
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training related to terrorism is the federal government through DHS (Haddow et al., 

2014).  

DHS offers training in terrorism related subjects to local law enforcement and 

homeland security personal through the Center for Domestic Preparedness (DHS, 2013). 

DHS also provides training for emergency managers through FEMA and their 

Emergency Management Institute (FEMA, 2018). All the training through the Center for 

Domestic Preparedness center’s around terrorism preparedness and response to an 

incident (DHS, 2017). A small part of the training the Center for Domestic Preparedness 

offers, is a section on anti-terrorism and terrorism prevention for first responders (DHS, 

2017). The terrorism prevention portion focuses on local entities gathering intelligence in 

their jurisdiction and passing the information to a federal agency (DHS, 2017).  

The training offered by FEMA is done both online and on site at the Emergency 

Management Institute (EMI). The EMI online training is limited to four categories of 

courses that include: NIMS, hazardous materials, incident response, and incident 

awareness (FEMA, 2018). The EMI offers over 400 different courses. There is not a 

single course about anti-terrorism/counterterrorism or terrorism prevention. A search of 

all the courses offered shows five courses that deal with prevention of any kind, one 

course that is an introduction to the national prevention framework and four courses that 

include preventing problems of logistics and communications (FEMA, 2018). A search 

for terrorism related courses shows only the NPF course referred to previously.  

DHS does not offer a training program for local and state law enforcement or 

emergency managers that is based on techniques and strategies that they can do to 
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prevent and interdict terrorism. The Center for Domestic Preparedness and the EMI offer 

mainly courses on preparing for and responding to an incident (FEMA, 2018). If 

counterterrorism is part of a course the strategy covered is the information sharing 

strategy (FEMA, 2018). There is no terrorism prevention or training in counterterrorism 

techniques or strategies for local emergency managers and law enforcement officials to 

use to set up a comprehensive plan to prevent terrorist attacks before they occur. 

A Local Problem 

The job of an emergency manager is to look at potential threats or hazards, natural 

or human, in their communities and prepare a plan on how to deal with the threat. There 

are four basic components of an emergency management program: mitigation, 

preparedness, response, and recovery (Haddow et al., 2014). Mitigation refers to 

continuous actions put in place to lower or eliminate the risks from hazards that effect 

people and property (Haddow et al., 2014). When the NPF added prevention as a fifth 

component it was defined as “The capabilities necessary to avoid, prevent, or stop a 

threatened or actual act of terrorism” (DHS, 2013, p. 7). The emergency management 

component of preparedness is the “state of readiness to respond to a disaster or crisis” 

(Haddow et al., 2014, p. 101). The response component is the ability of the emergency 

management system and first responders to answer the emergency call (Haddow et al., 

2014). The last component is recovery. Recovery is the process of rebuilding a 

community after an emergency event has occurred (Haddow et al., 2014).  

The terrorist attacks on the U.S. on September 11th changed forever the field of 

emergency management. The DHS came about by the U.S. Congress passing a law in 
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2002 that combined 22 federal departments and agencies into the DHS (DHS, 2017). The 

department began operation in March of 2003. The members of DHS have as one of its 

goals to develop a better way to safeguard the country against terrorism and to coordinate 

response to attacks (DHS, 2017). The members of the DHS changed two areas that have a 

direct effect on local emergency managements. The two changes are: a bottom up 

approach and terrorism as part of emergency management (D. W. Walsh, et al., 2012). 

The bottom up approach makes every emergency management incident a local event and 

only when an incident demands more resources than are available are the state and 

federal government to be called in (D. W. Walsh, et al., 2012). The other change was to 

classify terrorism as one of the hazards or threats that the emergency management system 

must mitigate, prepare, respond, and recover from (D. W. Walsh, et al., 2012) Preventing 

terrorism is a local emergency management and law enforcement problem (White, & 

Collins, 2006). It is the responsibility of local law enforcement to be the first responders 

to any incident in their jurisdiction including a terrorist attack. It is part of every law 

enforcement agency’s responsibility to prevent crimes before they are committed. The 

changes that DHS made, and the first response responsibilities of local law enforcement 

has made terrorism prevention a local problem.  

The emergency management responsibilities at local jurisdictions may be handled 

by a law enforcement agency, a fire department, or even a separate area of government. 

No matter where the emergency management department is located, the roles and 

responsibilities are the same. The emergency management department’s role is to 

prevent, mitigate, prepare, respond, and recover from disasters both human and natural 
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(Canton, 2007; Haddow et al., 2014). To accomplish success in each one of these areas, it 

requires special strategies and techniques specifically designed to address that area.  

It is the responsibility of the emergency management department to identify and 

implement these strategies and techniques (Sylves, 2015). Another role for an emergency 

management department is to assess the possible threats, both human or natural, that may 

occur in their jurisdiction and to make a plan on how to respond to that threat (Haddow et 

al., 2014). Once a plan has been designed it is the job of the emergency management 

department to train and then practice the strategies that will be used to execute the plan 

(Haddow et al., 2014). The training and practice can take many forms including tabletop 

exercise, computer generated incidents, and live response exercises. Maslen (1996) in his 

peer reviewed article, concluded that practicing an emergency response plan was more 

valuable than the plan itself. Nikolova (2011) found that training emergency responders 

with computer generated incidents “strengthened the individual and team readiness for 

crisis management”. In yet another article, security analysis proposed an anti-violence 

plan and tested it by way of table top exercises and real life exercises and found that 

training and practicing the plan increased the teams abilities in treat management (Peek-

asa, Casteel, Rugala, Holbrook, Bixler, & Ramirez, 2017). The emergency management 

departments must work with first responders in every area of disaster management.  

The law enforcement role is present in all five areas of disaster management 

(Dempsey & Frost, 2016). During the response and recovery phase of a disaster incident 

the role of law enforcement is protection of life, peace keeping, protection of property, 

reestablish order, and if necessary, conduct a criminal investigation (Dempsey & Frost, 
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2016). In the mitigation and preparation phases the law enforcement community is 

involved in planning and training for the possible disaster response (CDP, 2002). The one 

area that is in question is, what is the role of law enforcement in the prevention phase of a 

disaster plan? The current role identified in the NPF and in the instruction provided by 

DHS, is as an intelligence gatherer (DHS, 2013; CDP, 2002).  

Bjorgo (2013) proposed a theory of using basic crime prevention strategies to 

prevention terrorism. There is no peer-reviewed research that evaluates the effectiveness 

of the use of crime prevention strategies to prevent terrorism.   

There is a lack of training in evidence-based counterterrorism techniques and 

strategies for local emergency managers and law enforcement to use to prevent terrorism 

causes their communities to be less safe (Martin, 2017). The DHS does not offer training 

on terrorism prevention strategies and techniques being used by state and local agencies 

and these strategies have never been evaluated for effectiveness (DHS, 2016). Local 

emergency managers and law enforcement agencies are challenged to find techniques and 

strategies that will work for their jurisdictions that will help them prevent, mitigate, 

prepare for, respond to, and recover from a terrorist incident. 

Terrorism and Crime Prevention 

Preventing a crime from occurring is better and less expensive as opposed to 

trying to investigate an incident, solve it, make arrests, and prosecute the offenders (Peak 

& Sousa, 2018). “Terrorist violence is a serious form of crime that should be treated as 

such, applying the full repertoire of crime prevention mechanisms and measures” 

(Bjorgo, 2013, p.2). The current NPF does not treat terrorist acts as crimes that will be 
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dealt with by local law enforcement. The NPF is designed to encourage local law 

enforcement and emergency managers to act as intelligence gathering entities to help the 

federal law enforcement agencies to make federal terrorism cases (DHS, 2013). In a U.S. 

Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) report, 

it is acknowledged that the responsibility to prevent and respond to future terrorist acts 

rests on local police, fire, and emergency services personnel (Chapman, Baker, 

Bezdikian, Cammarata, Cohen, Leach, Schapiro, Scheider, & Varano, 2002). Bjorgo 

(2013) noted, terrorism can be viewed as a form of violent crime that will be responded 

to and dealt with by local emergency services, then the use of traditional crime 

prevention strategies should be considered.  

Crime prevention in the modern era is partially based on the criminological theory 

of Routine Activities Theory (Barkan, 2013). Routine Activities Theory states that crime 

is the confluence of a motivated offender, a suitable victim, and a lack of a capable 

guardian (Barkan, 2013). Crime prevention strategies analyze these three elements and 

try and develop certain actions that can disrupt the commission of the crime (A. Walsh, 

2015). A crime prevention strategy for the crime of residential burglary, will look at the 

residence as the suitable victim and will give homeowners ideas on how to make their 

home less desirable to the motivated offender. Bjorgo (2013) identified nine general 

crime prevention strategies that could be used to prevent terrorist attacks. Bjorgo (2013)  

included crime prevention strategies that dealt with the offender, the victim, and the 

guardian. Bjorgo (2013) outlined strategies to affect the motivated offender they are; 

establishing normative barriers to committing crime, reducing recruitment, deterring 
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crime through threat of punishment, reducing the rewards, incapacitation, and desistance 

and rehabilitation. The effectiveness of these strategies related to terrorist acts has never 

been studied but have been used in preventing other kinds of crime. Bjorgo identified two 

strategies that are common in the mitigation stage of emergency management; protecting 

vulnerable targets and reducing harmful consequences. Bjorgo’s last strategy is 

disruption. Disruption in this context has to do with the capable guardian, emergency 

services, stopping the acts before they occur (Bjorgo, 2013). This strategy is what the 

current federal counterterrorism system is based on. 

Current Approach 

The terrorist environment we now live in, has changed the mission of local law 

enforcement to include responsibility for day to day civil protection operations (Martin, 

2017). These operations include intelligence gathering and terrorism prevention activities 

(Martin, 2017). The current local counterterrorism approach is based on the cooperation 

between local, state, and federal agencies. In reports prepared after the 9/11 attacks on the 

World Trade Center and the Boston Marathon bombing, investigators found that 

collaboration and information sharing between federal law enforcement agencies and the 

local departments was negligible (Martin, 2017). In both attacks, and others attacks since, 

the federal law enforcement agencies had information about the terror suspects and did 

not give this information to the local law enforcement agencies before the incidents had 

occurred (Martin, 2017). These federal agencies working on counterterrorism are 

described as homeland security bureaucracies (Martin, 2017). Martin (2017) commented 

on the current counterterrorism environment “the consequences can be quite dire if 
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homeland security bureaucracies are not flexible, efficient, and collaborative” (Martin, 

2017, p233).  

The 9/11 commission, which investigated the terrorist attacks on September 11, 

2001, found that the FBI had intelligence information about foreign nationals enrolling in 

flight schools and in one case had information that one of these subjects only wanted to 

learn how to take off and fly the plane but did not need to know how to land (Martin, 

2017). The same commission found that the CIA had identified some of the individuals 

that carried out the September 11 attacks as members of an Al Qaeda terrorist cell 

(Martin, 2017). This intelligence that was gathered by the two federal agencies was not 

disseminated to each other or to local law enforcement agencies in the areas where the 

information was focused on (Martin, 2017). In an investigative article done recently, it 

was found that both the terrorist who did the Orlando Florida night club mass shooting 

and one of the Boston Marathon bombers were on federal terrorist watch lists prior to 

their attacks (Lichtblan & Apuzzo, 2016). Lichtblan and Apuzzo (2016) found that the 

FBI had investigated both terrorist prior to their attacks but did not have enough evidence 

to arrest the suspects. Lichtblan and Apuzzo reported the FBI did not disseminate the 

intelligence about these terrorists to the local law enforcement agencies where they lived 

and ultimately conducted their terrorist attack. Lambert (2018) reviewed a report about 

the current counterterrorism intelligence sharing system, done by the “Criminal Justice 

Policy Review”, he discovered significant problems in the information gather and 

disseminating process between federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies. 

Lambert identified two of the main problems are; a lack of intelligence gathering 
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capabilities in local law enforcement agencies and an unwillingness of agencies to pass 

intelligence to each other.  

An Examination of Recent Terrorist Attacks in the United States 

Boston Marathon Bombing 

On April 15th, 2013 at 2:49 p.m., a bomb goes off at the finish line of the Boston 

Marathon and thirteen seconds later another bomb goes off a block away in front of the 

Forum restaurant on the marathon race route (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). The bombs 

were placed to inflict damage on the race spectators and race competitors. When the 

smoke clears, three innocent people are killed and 282 are injured (Morrison, & O’Leary, 

2015). Throughout the rest of the day false reports of suspects being arrested or taken into 

custody swirl around the incident, but Boston Police deny any detentions or arrests 

(Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015).  

On the morning of April 16th, 2013, Jeff Bauman Jr., who was injured in the 

attack, gives a physical description of a suspect that he saw drop a backpack near him just 

before the explosion (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). The Boston police and the FBI begin 

gathering surveillance videos from the areas where the bombs were detonated and review 

the videos for a suspect that was described by Bauman (Greenfield, 2013). A video is 

found showing two suspects with backpacks entering the area where the bombs were 

detonated and at 5:00 p.m. of April 18, 2013 the FBI releases the video to the media 

(Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). At 10:33p.m. MIT campus police officer Sean Collier is 

found in his patrol car shot to death it is later found that he was shot by the bombing 

suspects (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). On April 19th, 2013 shortly after midnight two 
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suspects later identified as brothers Dzhokhar and Tamerlan Tsarnaev carjack a Mercedes 

from the owner and take him hostage (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015).  

During his time with the Tsarnaev brothers, they admit to him that they did the 

marathon bombing and had just killed a police officer (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). At 

12:15a.m., the Tsarnaev brothers stop the carjacked Mercedes to buy gas and use the 

owner’s card for cash out of an ATM (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). When the car is 

stopped and Dzhokhar goes into pay for the gas the owner jumps out of the car and runs 

away to another gas station and calls the police (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). At 12:24 

a.m., the police arrive and use the carjack victim’s phone and vehicle satellite system to 

track the stolen vehicle (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). At 12:50 a.m. police contact the 

Tsarnaev brothers in the street and get into a shootout, officer Richard Donohue is 

seriously injured (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). Tamerlan Tsarnaev is shot during the 

confrontation and then run over by his brother as he is fleeing the area, Tamerlan dies 

from his injuries (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). Throughout the day of April 19th, 2013 

police conduct a house to house search for the remaining suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev 

who had abandoned the car and was presumed to be on foot (Morrison, & O’Leary, 

2015). Sometime after 6 p.m. a homeowner in the search area named David Hennebury 

checks a boat that he has stored in his back yard a notices blood and a human body in the 

boat and calls the police (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015). At 7:30p.m. police surround the 

boat and later Dzhokhar surrenders to police (Morrison, & O’Leary, 2015).  

This case is an example of terrorism targeting spectators and participants at a 

sporting event. Many small and midsized law enforcement agencies and their companion 
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emergency management departments deal with sporting events in their jurisdictions. A 

review of the incident using the emergency management stages shows that first 

responders where prepared and trained in how to respond to a major incident and that 

they acted quickly and appropriately in their response. The recovery and mitigation 

stages include evaluating the incident and putting additional security measures in place 

for the next year’s races. The mitigation efforts included additional security checkpoints, 

bomb sniffing dogs, uniformed police, security officers, firefighters, and emergency 

management teams all on scene of the race working in the crowds (Bauter, 2016). The 

increased security also included some high-tech measures to include equipment used to 

sense drones in the area and additional security cameras (Bauter, 2016). The one area that 

was not done well in this incident was the prevention stage.  

When conducting the investigation into this terrorist incident Boston police found 

that Tamerlan Tsarnaev had been on the FBI terror watch list (Perera, 2013). The 

investigation uncovered information that Tamerlan Tsarnaev had met with terrorist when 

he had traveled to Caucasus and that Russian intelligence officers alerted the FBI (Perera, 

2013). The FBI opened a case on Tamerlan and even went and interview him (Perera, 

2013). The problem came when the FBI chose not to tell the Boston police about the 

intelligence, they had on Tamerlan (Perera, 2013). The Boston police had four officers 

assigned to the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) and they were still not told about 

Tamerlan (Perera, 2013). The Boston Police Commissioner Edward Davis testified in 

front of a U.S Senate hearing and said, “Information sharing between local police 

participants in FBI led JTTFs is still too often unidirectional” (Perera, 2013, p.1). Davis 
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said that the fact that the FBI kept the information about Tamerlan from the Boston 

police left them “blind” and put “officers at risk” (Perera, 2013, p.1). The terrorism 

prevention system based on intelligence being gathered by the FBI and then disseminated 

back to local agencies for their consideration, did not work in this case.  

In the aftermath of the bombing, changes were made in the way that law 

enforcement and emergency management prepared for and responded to anti-terrorism 

security for large events (Bauter, 2016). In a report from the Department of Justice they 

recommend that “ the FBI consider sharing threat information with state and local 

partners more proactively and uniformly by establishing a procedure for notifying state 

and local representatives on JTTFs when it conducts a counterterrorism assessment of a 

subject residing in or having a nexus to a representative’s area of responsibility” (DOJ 

OIG, 2014). Sharing intelligence about potential threats allows local law enforcement to 

prevent, prepare, and respond to terrorist incidents. 

San Bernardino, California Shooting 

On Wednesday December 2, 2015, in San Bernardino California two Islamic 

terrorist attacked a business training conference and office party (Keneally & Shapiro, 

2015). The terrorists were identified as a husband and wife named Syed Farook and 

Tashfeen Malik (Keneally & Shapiro, 2015). Farook worked for the San Bernardino 

County Health department who was hosting a daylong conference and holiday party 

(Keneally & Shapiro, 2015). At approximately 8:48 a.m. Farook arrived at the work 

conference being held at the Inland Regional Center (Keneally & Shapiro, 2015). At 

10.37 a.m., Farook leaves the conference in a black SUV, but leaves behind a duffle bag 
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which is later identified as an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) (Keneally & Shapiro, 

2015). The IED malfunctions and does not go off. About twenty minutes later at 10:58 

a.m., the black SUV returns and Farook and Malik get out in black tactical gear and begin 

shooting people inside and outside of the Inland Regional Center (Keneally & Shapiro, 

2015). When the shooting stops, Farook and Malik leave the area in the black SUV 

leaving behind 14 people dead and 22 wounded (Keneally & Shapiro, 2015). Farook and 

Malik are identified as suspects in the shooting by an anonymous tip (Calamur, Koren, & 

Ford, 2015). Local law enforcement officers go by a house that Farook and Malik rented 

and saw the vehicle driving in the area (Keneally & Shapiro, 2015). At 3:09 p.m. officers 

try and stop the vehicle containing Farook and Malik (Cotter, 2016). A short pursuit takes 

place and ends when Farook and Malik stop their vehicle and begin shooting at the police 

(Cotter, 2016). Police return fire and kill both Farook and Malik (Cotter, 2016).  

At the time of the San Bernardino terror attack, it represented the worst jihadist 

attack on U.S. soil since the attacks on 9/11(Schindler, 2015). In the aftermath of this 

attack, it is important to review the five stages of emergency management and evaluate 

how they worked for this incident. The parts of the attack that would be considered 

Preparedness and Response, were done quickly and effectively by first responders. Local 

law enforcement agencies responded to the scene and used information to identify the 

suspects and begin a manhunt for the terrorist couple (Schindler, 2015). The terrorist 

couple were found, because law enforcement officers were looking for them near a house 

that had been identified as theirs (Cotter, 2016). The officers that were part of the shoot-

out with Farook and Malik responded appropriately by stopping the suspect vehicle and 
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then shooting them when they presented a threat by shooting at officers (Cotter, 2016). In 

the final shootout, the suspects died, and two officers were injured (Cotter, 2016).  

The Recovery stage included the follow-up investigation into the planning and 

radicalization of Farook and Malik. The investigation found a cache of weapons, 

ammunition, and bomb making equipment at two locations (Calamur et al., 2015). The 

investigation also identified a co-conspirator that had helped equip and plan the terrorist 

attack (Calamur et al., 2015). The Mitigation stage of the emergency management cycle 

is being covered by ongoing training for law enforcement officers that uses the incident 

and responding officer’s actions as an example (Cotter, 2016). This training includes 

visualization techniques that help officers develop rapid reaction abilities for high stress 

incidents (Cotter, 2016). An independent after-action report confirmed the 

appropriateness of the response and subsequent investigation (Braziel, Straub, Watson, & 

Hoops, 2016). The report suggested additional training in the areas of building searches 

and bomb mitigation (Braziel, et al., 2016).  

The emergency management stage that is not addressed in the aftermath of this 

incident is Prevention. Farook and Malik used social media for years prior to the attack to 

express their radical Islamic beliefs (Schlinder, 2015). Malik had written on public social 

media sites about her “ardent desire to wage jihad and seek martyrdom in the name of 

radical Islam” (Schlinder, 2015, p 1). When Malik was applying to immigrate to the U.S. 

her public social media writings were not reviewed (Schlinder, 2015). Malik received a 

green card to enter the U.S. with less screening than most people who apply for jobs or 

college (Schlinder, 2015). The U.S. Immigration Service missed identifying Malik as a 
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radical jihadist and therefore could not excluded her from entry into the country or at 

least alert the local law enforcement community of her presence. The local law 

enforcement agencies and emergency management departments did not have an 

opportunity to try and prevent the deaths of 14 people because of this attack.  

The attack at the Inland Regional Center by Farook and Malik was handled with 

bravery and professionalism was one of the evaluations from a DOJ after action report 

(Braziel, et al., 2016). The report found three main areas that could be improved on; 

community policing, multi-agency training, and information sharing (Braziel, et al., 

2016). The DOJ found that working with the community helped in the preparation and 

response to this incident and that expanding the cooperation will help in preventing, 

preparing, and responding to future incidents (Braziel, et al., 2016). The terrorist attack 

by Farook and Malik crossed over jurisdictional lines and involved a number of different 

agencies. The DOJ report praised the cooperation between local entities but suggested 

more multi-agency counterterrorism training (Braziel, et al., 2016). Tabletop training or 

mock scenario training involving many first responder agencies could help in preparation 

and response. The last area identified was the lack of information sharing between federal 

agencies and local agencies. The report noted that information about Malik’s immigration 

status and social media activity was known by the federal law enforcement and was not 

disseminated to local law enforcement for their use (Braziel, et al., 2016). 

Orlando Shooting 

Sunday June 12, 2016, at approximately 2:00 am, Omar Mateen parked the rented 

vehicle he was driving in a parking lot just north of the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando 
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Florida (Straub, Cambria, Castor, Gorban, Meade, Waltemeyer, & Zeunik, 2017). Mateen 

is armed with a Sig Sauer semiautomatic rifle and a Glock handgun (Straub et al., 2017). 

At 2:02 am, Mateen enters the nightclub through the south door and shoots his first 

victim just inside the door (Straub, et al., 2017; Lotan, Minchew, Latterty, & Gibson, 

2016). An Orlando Police detective was working an off-duty job at the Pulse Nightclub 

and reported that there were shots being fired in the nightclub (Straub et al., 2017). The 

Orlando detective was outside the club in the parking lot and could see Mateen through 

the glass doors, shooting people inside the club. The detective shot several rounds at 

Mateen (Straub et al., 2017). At 2:03 am, on duty police officers began to arrive at the 

nightclub (Lotan et al., 2016; Straub et al., 2017). The police that were arriving had prior 

training on responding to an active shooter situation and formed an entry team to go into 

the Pulse nightclub (Straub et al., 2017). The first entry team entered the east side of the 

nightclub at 2:08 am and began rescuing people from inside the business (Straub et al., 

2017). At 2:10 am the first entry team heard five additional gunshots from another part of 

the nightclub and a second entry team entered the business (Straub et al., 2017). At this 

same time a victim hiding in a bathroom stall, called 911 and reported that Mateen was in 

the bathroom (Straub et al., 2017).  

This situation now became a barricaded gunman with hostages. The police on 

scene secured the bathroom and continued to evacuate people that they could (Lotan et 

al., 2016). The Orlando police department set up a Unified Command Center (UCC) to 

manage the numerous first responders from police, fire, and EMS that were arriving 

(Straub et al., 2017). The UCC used the Incident Command System model to coordinate 
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the incident. For the next three hours Mateen remained barricaded in the bathroom with 

hostages. Mateen talked with negotiator’s and expressed his allegiance to the Islamic 

group ISIS and said that he had placed bombs in vehicles in the parking lot and around 

the inside of the nightclub (Lotan et al., 2016). At 5:02 am, the police SWAT team 

assault the area of the nightclub where Mateen is hiding. (Straub et al., 2017). Mateen 

gets into a shoot-out with the police at 5:15 am and is killed in the exchange (Lotan et al., 

2016; Straub et al., 2017)). The incident is over and the terrorist Mateen is dead. Mateen 

shot 102 people, killing 49 of them (Straub et al., 2017). 

A review of the Orlando Pulse nightclub shooting shows things done right and 

things done wrong. The response from the law enforcement agencies, the emergency 

management departments, EMS, fire departments, and medical personal was quick and 

appropriate based on their preparedness training (Straub et al., 2017). An independent 

after-action report praised the local first responders for their actions and communication 

during the incident (Straub et al., 2017). Even while the standoff was still continuing, 

victims were being evacuated and treated (Lotan et al., 2016). The recovery and 

mitigation stages of this incident were based on critiquing the preparation and response 

and found that the incident was handled the way it was supposed to be (Straub et al., 

2017). The stage that was not handled correctly was the prevention stage.  

The FBI had investigated Mateen twice in the previous two years as a possible 

terrorist (Chappell, 2016). Mateen was investigated in 2013, while working as a security 

guard at the courthouse, when he made threatening statements and pledged allegiance to 

Islamic terror groups (Chappell, 2016). The FBI investigated Mateen and found that he 
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was attending a mosque known for radical teaching and that he had traveled twice to 

Saudi Arabia in a ten-month time (Chappell, 2016). After interviewing Mateen, the FBI 

closed the case on him (Chappell, 2016). After a friend and fellow attendee of Mateen’s 

mosque, conducted a terrorist attack using a suicide bomb, Mateen was again investigated 

by the FBI (Chappell, 2016). The investigation into Mateen ended when the FBI 

determined that he was no longer a radical threat because he had gotten married 

(Chappell, 2016).  

During the two years and multiple investigations into Mateen, the FBI chose not 

to share any information to the Orlando Police Department about him. The FBI allowed 

Mateen to remain working as a security guard and allowed him to legally purchase the 

two guns used in the nightclub attack (Chappell, 2016). The local law enforcement 

community and emergency managers were not told about Mateen and did not have the 

opportunity to try and prevent him from conducting the nightclub shooting.  

In the After-action report done by the U.S Department of Justice, they determined 

that the first responders were well prepared and responded in a way that saved lives and 

stopped the incident (Straub et al., 2017). The report also noted that “Local law 

enforcement officers, particularly those assigned to patrol work, are the most important 

resource for identifying, preventing, and responding to threats” (Straub et al., p. 121). In a 

different evaluation of the incident it was identified that the FBI had opened two separate 

investigations on the shooter for terrorism and did not advise or alert Orlando Police 

Department of the danger (Chappell, 2016). The lack of information sharing by federal 
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law enforcement, about a terrorist threat, to local law enforcement did not allow them to 

try and prevent the incident form happening. 

Anti-Terrorism Funding 

One of the problems that plague many midsized and small state and local 

emergency management departments and law enforcement agencies is funding anti-

terrorism programs. Smaller agencies struggle with allocating money to fund anti-

terrorism strategies (Lambert, 2018). A review of the DHS and FEMA’s funding 

information found that both agencies provide funding for state and local departments 

through federal grant programs (DHS, 2018; FEMA, 2018). DHS focused their funding 

around regional fusion centers and large urban areas that are considered high risk (DHS, 

2018). A fusion center is a joint effort with federal, state, and local agencies exchanging 

information on possible terrorist and terror plots (DHS, 2018). In an evaluation on 

information sharing it was found that many local law enforcement agencies do not 

participate in the fusion centers and therefore do not pass information to them or receive 

information form them (Lambert, 2018). DHS had some grant programs for large urban 

areas that were not available for midsized or small agencies (DHS, 2018).  

FEMA offered funding in three areas: disaster relief, training, and preparedness 

(FEMA, 2018). The disaster relief grants are for areas that have been affected by a 

disaster (FEMA, 2018). FEMA awards grants to those disaster areas to recuperate the 

costs of response to the disaster and to fund the recover (FEMA, 2018). FEMA also funds 

training both at their site and at locations throughout the country (FEMA, 2018). The last 

area of funding available is in the form of preparedness grants. State and local agencies 
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can apply for grant money to help them prepare for a possible risk or threat (FEMA, 

2018). Neither DHS or FEMA provide funding for prevention strategies or programs for 

midsized or small agencies. 

Anti-Terrorism Approaches 

This study researched what is being done around the world to deal with terrorism. 

One approach being used in Spain is showing some reduction in terrorist activity from a 

domestic terrorist group. Spain has had ongoing terrorist activity since the late 1960’s, 

mainly due to anti-government group named ETA (Benavente & Proto, 2014). This group 

has been responsible for close to 900 fatal attacks (Benavente & Proto, 2014). To combat 

this group and other terrorist threats, Spain has developed a criminal justice-based 

approach (Benavente & Proto, 2014). This approach is outlined in an article named 

“Combating the Terrorism of ETA with the Penal Model” by Benaventa & Proto.  

The penal model is based on a couple of basic premises. The first is to change the 

laws and penalties to address specific terrorist related activities and to criminalize 

activities that are not usually associated with terrorism (Benavente & Proto, 2014). The 

penalties related to these offenses have been made harsh and without exception. The 

second is to suspend some of the suspected terrorist’s fundamental rights by including 

these rights restrictions as part of the criminal law (Benavente & Proto, 2014). This 

criminal justice approach has provided Spain with a strategy that seems to be working by 

reducing the terrorist incidents related to ETA (Benavente, & Proto, 2014). Whether this 

approach is effective on other terrorist groups is not known, but it appears to be one 

strategy that shows promise.  
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The United States government has created some new criminal laws beginning in 

the 1990s to try and use a penal model to interdict terrorism. The Anti-Terrorism and 

Effective Death Penalty Act and the Patriot Act are the main two federal laws that have 

been enacted to combat terrorism in the U.S. (Bullock et al., 2016; Martin, 2017). The 

Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act increased penalties for terrorist crimes 

and gave additional authority to the federal government to prosecute terrorist (Martin, 

2017). One provision of the act added a regulation that allows government to track 

explosives more effectively (Martin, 2017). This regulation is similar to what the 

government did in regulating and tracking purchases of precursor chemicals that are used 

in the manufacture of Methamphetamines (Hess & Orthmann, 2010). These regulations 

assist in the investigation of the related crime, but have not decreased the criminal acts 

(Hess & Orthmann, 2010; Martin, 2017).  

The Patriot Act was a law focused on increasing the federal government’s 

authority and abilities to investigate and prosecute suspected terrorist (Bullock et al., 

2016; Martin, 2017). Martin (2017) noted the Patriot Act did not have any new laws 

which criminalized behavior that could be used to interdict terrorism before it occurred.  

Risk Assessment Model 

Another approach that needs inclusion in this essay is identified in a report 

describing research using a risk assessment model to identify potential Islamic terrorist. 

Kebbell and Porter (2012) authored a report titled “An intelligence assessment 

framework for identifying individuals at risk of committing acts of violent extremism 

against the west” outlines that use of a risk assessment tool to identify potential terrorist 
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so that law enforcement can target them. The study is based on the concept that is 

currently used by law enforcement agencies to assess the risk of suspects and to predict 

certain criminal behavior (Kebbell & Porter, 2012). Kebbell and Porter takes the risk 

assessment concept and applies it to Islamic terror suspects. Kebbell and Porter identified 

a series of risk factors that they believe will forecast the next terrorist and violent terrorist 

attack. This list of risk factors is based on intelligence that agencies should already be 

collecting (Kebbell & Porter, 2012). Kebbell and Porter believe this approach will aid 

law enforcement in preventing terrorism. The study as designed had not instituted this 

approach at any specific agency and was not evaluated for its effectiveness in preventing 

terrorism (Kebbell & Porter, 2012). Researchers were theorizing about how this model 

could work but had no data on whether it does work. 

Anti-Ecoterrorism Legislation 

The next approach is the use of strict anti-ecoterrorism federal legislation and 

sentencing to deter future incidents. Carson (2014) described in an article titled 

“Counterterrorism and radical eco-groups: A context for exploring the series hazard 

model” a study which used the rational choice theory of criminology as his theatrical 

framework and looked at the effects of stricter laws and punishment on ecoterrorism acts. 

Carson reviewed prior incidents of ecoterrorism and tracked the incidents before and after 

the passage of three main anti-terrorism laws. Carson concluded that there was a direct 

deterrence effect of the stricter laws and punishments to the amount and severity of eco-

terrorist attacks.  
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In 1970 the federal government decided they needed a tool to fight organized 

crime in America and developed the Racketeering Influenced and Corruption 

Organizations Act (RICO) (Geary, 2000). This legislation was designed to give law 

enforcement a new tool that would allow for more prosecutions against organized crime 

figures (Geary, 2000). This increase in arrests, prosecutions, and harsher sentences was 

supposed to dismantle the criminal organizations and decrease the amount of crime 

(Geary, 2000). This concept of fighting specific crimes by enacting new legislation is one 

that is currently being studied and tried as a way to prevent and interdict terrorism 

(Benavente & Porto, 2014; Carson, 2014). In studies done in Spain and the U.S., the 

effect of new anti-terrorism laws that included harsher penalties were evaluated to 

determine whether they decreased the amount of terrorist activity or changed it in any 

way (Benavente & Porter, 2014; Carson, 2014). One area that both of these studies do not 

address is how the law enforcement professionals decide which potential terrorist should 

be targeted for the enforcement of the new laws.  

In the past law enforcement agencies have used risk assessment tools to identify 

repeat offenders that should be targeted so they can be interdicted before they commit 

another serious crime (Spelman, 1990). This concept has been studied as a possible 

approach that law enforcement can use to identify which potential terrorist is most likely 

to commit a terrorist act (Kebbell & Porter, 2012). Kebbell and Porter identified 

numerous risk behaviors that indicated that the suspect would likely commit a terrorist 

attack and then provided a scoring matrix to assess the suspects potential. These studies 
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begin to show some approaches that should be evaluated further to see if they are 

applicable to preventing future terrorist attacks. 

Summary 

This study is a qualitative designed study using a grounded theory approach. 

Grounded theory approach studies look at literature reviews differently than other 

approaches (Creswell, 2013). I explored new concepts related to anti-terrorism 

counterterrorism strategies and the literature review should not stifle or constrain 

researcher’s thoughts on related topics (Creswell, 2013). A review of the literature does 

show an ongoing problem with terrorism and terror based incidents throughout the 

country (Martin, 2017). These acts of terror are occurring in every size community, in 

every region of the United States. This information makes terrorism a problem that 

affects every law enforcement agency and local emergency management department.  

In 2002, in response to the terrorist attacks on New York City and Washington 

DC the federal government changed many parts of how local, state, and federal 

governments are dealing with the terrorism problem (DHS, 2013). The Homeland 

Security Act established the DHS and identified roles and responsibilities related to the 

mitigation, preparation, response, and recovery from terrorist incidents (DHS, 2013). The 

DHS shifted the primary responsibility for dealing with terrorism to the local emergency 

management departments and the local law enforcement agencies (D. W. Walsh, et al., 

2012). The DHS focused its approach for local law enforcement and emergency 

management departments on preparation and response and not on prevention. The few 

areas of prevention that the DHS addressed, consists of a small section in a terrorism 
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course for local law enforcement and emergency management personal and in the NPF 

(DHS, 2013). The terrorism prevention strategy identified for local law enforcement and 

emergency management departments is to share information about possible terrorist or 

terrorist plots to the federal law enforcement agencies (DHS, 2013). The literature review 

identified that this strategy has not been consistently reliable. In after-action reports of 

terrorist attacks and in other research, it has been identified that on numerous occasions 

the federal law enforcement agencies had prior knowledge of the terrorist or the terror 

attacks and did not disseminate that information to the local law enforcement agencies or 

the emergency management departments (Dearstyne, 2005; Martin, 2017).  

The results of some research shows that some anti-terrorism/ counterterrorism 

strategies are being tried and developed but none of these have been researched on their 

effectiveness or value to every community. Anti-terrorism/ counterterrorism strategies 

such as; the penal model, risk assessment model the anti-ecoterrorism model have all 

been reviewed as possible strategies that may allow local law enforcement and 

emergency managers to prevent terrorism (Benavente & Proto, 2014; Carson, 2014; 

Kebbell & Porter, 2012). There is a lack of research that identifies anti-terrorism/ 

counterterrorism strategies that should be used by local law enforcement and emergency 

managers. This study as designed in Chapter 3 identified what anti-terrorism 

counterterrorism strategies are being used by local law enforcement agencies and 

emergency management departments to prevent terrorism in their communities. I 

generated through this study information that can be used in future research to study what 

strategies are the most effective in making communities safe from terrorism. 
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Chapter 3: Research Method 

This study addressed whether small and midsize local law enforcement agencies 

and emergency management departments are doing anything to interdict and prevent 

terrorism in their jurisdictions. In the agencies that were participating in anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism activities, this study addressed what strategies and techniques 

were being used. Finally, this study revealed anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies 

that could be researched for their effectiveness and applicability to small and midsize 

jurisdictions. I gathered data by conducting in-depth interviews with law enforcement and 

emergency management representatives from jurisdictions that are considered small 

midsize in the Rocky Mountain region of the United Sates. The interview questions were 

open-ended and addressed strategies and techniques that are being used to prevent 

terrorism.  

The research method was qualitative with a grounded theory design. The 

grounded theory approach focuses on actions or processes that occur over time (Creswell, 

2013). In the current study, the actions and processes that were examined were the anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism strategies and techniques used by small and midsize agencies. 

The grounded theory approach is used to develop a theory about the processes and 

actions (Creswell, 2013). I used the grounded theory approach to explain and understand 

small and midsize sized law enforcement agencies’ and emergency management 

departments’ approaches to interdict and prevent terrorism in their jurisdictions (see 

Creswell, 2013). 
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Research Design 

This study was designed to identify whether small and midsize law enforcement 

agencies and their emergency management departments are involved in terrorism 

prevention and interdiction actions. The study addressed what actions they are taking. 

Three research questions were used to guide this research:  

RQ1: What anti-terrorism techniques and strategies are currently being used to 

interdict and prevent terrorism? 

RQ2: What techniques and strategies should local emergency managers and law 

enforcement agencies be implementing to prevent and mitigate terrorism? 

RQ3: How can these techniques and strategies be combined to produce a 

comprehensive anti-terrorism program that can be used at the local level? 

By answering these questions, I identified anti-terrorism and counterterrorism 

techniques and strategies being used by small and midsize agencies. I also found some 

barriers that hinder small and midsize agencies’ counterterrorism efforts. The data 

collection for this study consisted of semi-structured interviews with local police, county 

sheriffs, and emergency managers who represent small and midsize jurisdictions. A small 

to midsize law enforcement agency was defined as an agency with fewer than 250 sworn 

officers (see Reaves, 2015). The goal of the interviews was to identify whether terrorism 

prevention techniques and strategies are being used and what techniques and strategies 

are being deployed. These interviews included questions on the impact anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism programs or lack of programs has on the agencies. The data 

were used to develop a comprehensive terrorism prevention plan that could be used at the 
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local level. This terrorism prevention plan is an unproven theory that will require further 

research to evaluate whether it prevents terrorist acts and whether it is cost-effective for a 

jurisdiction. The qualitative approach that aligned with this study’s purpose was the 

grounded theory approach. The grounded theory approach is “meant to build theory 

rather than test theory” (Patton, 2015, p. 110). Grounded theory focuses on exploring 

actions and processes with the goal of theory construction (Creswell, 2013; Patton, 2015). 

I investigated the actions and processes that are being used to prevent terrorism in small 

to midsize agencies to “provide a framework for further research” (Creswell, 2013, p. 

83). A grounded theory approach is used to explain some action or process that the 

participants have experienced (Creswell, 2013).  

I examined what, if any, anti-terrorism strategies and techniques are being used by 

small to midsize law enforcement agencies and their emergency management 

departments. Most quantitative and qualitative methods would not have provided an in-

depth understanding of the anti-terrorism strategies being used in small to midsize 

jurisdictions. The qualitative method that included the pragmatic theory of truth approach 

could have provided some useful information but would not have explained the terrorism 

prevention techniques and strategies completely. Pragmatic theory is based on the idea of 

finding practical and useful answers to solve problems (Patton, 2015). Pragmatic theory 

practitioners look at the research problem and try to find ways to solve it or provide a 

direction on how to solve it (Patton, 2015). For the current study, the pragmatic theory 

approach would have involved looking at the problem of a lack of terrorism prevention 

techniques, strategies, and training for local jurisdictions and finding ways to institute a 
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program. Part of the problem with this approach was that there was no research on what 

terrorism prevention program should be instituted. I use the grounded theory approach to 

discover terrorist prevention techniques and strategies that are being used at the local 

level. I also found terrorism prevention and anti-terrorism strategies that may be 

applicable to other local agencies in their training programs. This study addressed what, 

if any, anti-terrorism/counterterrorism techniques and strategies are being used by small 

and midsize departments. The best research approach to accomplish this goal was 

grounded theory. 

Methodology 

This study was qualitative with a grounded theory approach. The grounded theory 

approach allows researchers to examine actions and processes instead of studying topics 

and structures (Patton, 2015). The actions and processes studied were the anti-

terrorism/counterterrorism techniques and strategies being used by small and midsize law 

enforcement agencies and emergency management departments. The gap in the research 

indicated that there is no one proven strategic plan used by most small and midsize 

jurisdictions to interdict terrorism. If such a strategic plan exists, other research designs 

could be used to test the effectiveness of the plan, but because no strategic plan exists, 

research needed to be done to develop it. Local law enforcement’s role in interdicting and 

preventing terrorism is recognized as the most important part of a counterterrorism plan 

(Dempsey & Frost, 2014). The basic duties of patrol and investigations at local law 

enforcement agencies puts them on the frontline in the war on terror (Dempsey & Frost, 

2014). The largest law enforcement agencies have the personnel and funding to create 
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special units to work on strategies and techniques to prevent and mitigate terrorism 

(Dempsey & Frost, 2014). The population of this study was small and midsize law 

enforcement agencies and their corresponding emergency management departments. 

These agencies and departments operate with smaller budgets and limited personnel and 

are not able to address terrorism the same way that larger departments and federal 

agencies can.  

A small or midsize law enforcement agency was defined as any agency that has 

fewer than 250 sworn officers (Reaves, 2015). The emergency management departments 

were the departments that are in jurisdictions that have small to midsize law enforcement 

agencies. This study was conducted in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States. 

In the Rocky Mountain region, there is a historical similarity of law enforcement and 

emergency management, but the jurisdictions in this region vary in the demographics 

they serve. This would allow for more diverse raw data to be collected. 

The choice of conducting a qualitative study instead of a quantitative study 

influences sampling decisions for researchers. In quantitative studies, researchers are 

often trying to get as close to a random sample as they can (Creswell, 2014). The best 

results and most generalizable quantitative studies include a random sample that 

represents the population being studied (Creswell, 2014). Qualitative researchers in most 

cases are not seeking a random sample; they are using a sampling strategy that best suits 

their study and is based on a basic premise known as purposeful sampling. Purposeful 

sampling is a process in which the researcher finds the most information rich cases that 

address the study’s problem and questions (Patton, 2015).  
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Purposeful sampling can take many forms depending on what data are needed to 

answer the study’s questions (Patton, 2015). Some purposeful sampling strategies involve 

a larger sample that provides a more superficial understanding of the phenomenon, and 

other strategies involve a smaller sample to provide a more in-depth view of the 

phenomenon (Patton, 2015). The decision to use a large sample or a small sample should 

be made according to which strategy provides the best data for the study. The sampling 

procedure that would provide the best data for the current grounded theory study was 

group characteristics sampling (see Patton, 2015). In a group characteristics sampling 

strategy, the researcher selects information rich cases that will provide data on important 

group patterns (Patton, 2015). In the current study, the cases were small and midsize law 

enforcement agencies and emergency management departments and the group patterns 

were the terrorism prevention strategies and techniques that they are using, if any. I used 

a variation of group characteristics sampling known as maximum variation sampling. 

This sampling style includes a variation of cases to be studied with the purpose of finding 

diversity and common patterns throughout the sample (Patton, 2015). In the current 

study, the variation of cases was the different law enforcement agencies and emergency 

management departments that were sampled. The variations manifested by the size, 

location, and demographic characteristics of each agency and jurisdiction they serve. 

Sampling a variety of agencies provided data about anti-terrorism/counterterrorism 

techniques and strategies that included differences and common patterns that the agencies 

are using. 
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The sample size is determined by several factors related to the study but is mainly 

based on what the researcher wants to know (Patton, 2015). For the current study, I 

conducted semi-structured interviews to obtain an appropriate amount of data, which 

meant I needed to interview a sample that provided enough information rich data to 

address the studies problem and questions (see Patton, 2015). In qualitative research, a 

predetermined number of participants is not necessary because the researchers should 

continue to sample until the data become redundant (Patton, 2015). I expected that 10 

emergency management and law enforcement agencies would provide a sufficient 

amount of information rich data to answer the research questions and achieve the study’s 

goals.  

I began by identifying small to midsize departments in the Rocky Mountain 

region that represent different demographics. Factors like; agency size, location, average 

income, citizen racial make-up, presences of a college, and crime rate were noted when 

selecting the agencies. No agency will be excluded. These factors were evaluated to 

provide the most diverse sample population. I called the agencies and requested 

permission to speak with the individual or group that is tasked with working terrorism. 

Once contact was approved and made with these representatives, either a phone or in 

person semi-structured interview was conducted. I continued conducting interviews until 

the data collected became saturated. Saturation occurs when the collection of data no 

longer produces new data or generates new insights into the research questions (Creswell, 

2014). In this study saturation occurred when the answers to the my questions produced 

the same data about anti-terrorism counterterrorism techniques and strategies. 
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Instrumentation 

The semi-structured interviews were conducted using broad open-ended 

questions, based on basic themes and topics related to anti-terrorism counterterrorism 

techniques and strategies. This open-ended questioning allowed me to follow the 

interviewee’s train of thought and yielded more valuable data. This style of semi-

structured interviewing does not use an established interviewing instrument. I conducted 

the interviews similar to interviewing a witness in a law enforcement related incident. 

One of the first steps of the interview is to prepare for each interview by gathering some 

background information (Inbau et al.,  2011). In this study the background information 

consisted of basic information about the department and the community that it services. 

The background information also includes historical review of any terrorism related 

incidents that have occurred in that jurisdiction. The next step of the semi-structured 

interviews was the interview. The interview was conducted in a fact-finding format. The 

interviews were done either over the phone or in person. Questions centered around the 

agency’s anti-terrorism counterterrorism strategies. I explored how the anti-terrorism 

counterterrorism strategies and techniques are implemented, payed for, and if they have 

produced any cases. The interviews were done as a conversation using follow-up 

questions to expand on the original answer until the topic had been fully examined. Every 

interview was based on the same basic anti-terrorism counterterrorism theme but 

contained different questions based on the agency’s answers and approaches to terrorism. 

Some agencies may not have an anti-terrorism program. These agencies were interviewed 
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to find out why they do not have an anti-terrorism program and what factors influenced 

those decisions.  

The purpose of these interviews was to gather as much data about anti-terrorism 

counterterrorism programs from the small and midsized agencies perspective. Every 

interview was either audio recorded and/or was recorded by taking notes. I did follow-up 

with agencies as additional information was needed. The agencies were encouraged to 

contact me if additional information was developed.  

The data collected was coded and analyzed based first on the theme of whether or 

not an agency has an anti-terrorism counterterrorism program. This would have separated 

the data into two main categories, but all the agencies that participated in the study were 

engaged in some counterterrorism efforts. All of the agencies have some anti-terrorism 

counterterrorism strategies that they were using so, the themes were based on what 

strategies or techniques they are using and any limitations to their counterterrorism 

efforts. Each strategy or technique yielded addition themes or codes based on the cases 

that were generated by their use. After each interview is complete, the notes and audio 

tapes were reviewed, and I coded and categorized the information based on the themes 

developed. This study was not trying to prove one anti-terrorism strategy is more 

effective than another, so the data collected did not cause any discrepancies. Whether one 

agency reported success in a strategy, and another did not was handled as a matter of 

coding the data to reflect both experiences. 
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Trustworthiness 

Validity in a qualitative study is determined by the accuracy of the findings based 

on the view of the researcher and the participants (Creswell, 2014). This qualitative 

approach study, using the grounded theory method used triangulation, constant 

comparative analysis, and substantive validation to address issues of trustworthiness. 

Triangulation in a ground theory study is based on the openness to use all types of data 

sources which will limit the opportunity for perspective bias (Holton & Walsh, 2017). 

The different sources of data used, was determined by the agencies contacted and 

included any and all information about anti-terrorism counterterrorism strategies and 

techniques. The concept of constant comparative analysis is based on the idea that from 

the beginning of the data collection process the researchers are comparing and analyzing 

the data and that the data gradually builds the studies conceptual codes (Holton & Walsh, 

2017). This concept follows an investigative style of gathering information. When 

investigating a case, the investigator does not know the outcome until they have 

processed the evidence and allows the facts and evidence to drive the direction of the 

case. The ultimate success of the case is based on the story that the evidence told. In this 

study, the use of constant comparative analysis allowed the data to drive the direction of 

the study. Creswell (2013) “Substantive validation means understanding one’s own topic, 

understandings derived from other sources, and the documentation of this process in the 

written study” (p. 248). A grounded theory study is an interpretive style study (Creswell, 

2013). This style study continual interprets data and documents the process as you go 

through it (Creswell, 2013). The use of previous research, the interpretative data, and 
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prior topic knowledge gives substance to the study. The use of these validity concepts 

will help ensure the trustworthiness of the data collected, the analyzation of the data and 

the conclusions. 

Summary 

This study was conducted by gathering information from small and midsized law 

enforcement agencies and their similar emergency management departments in the Rocky 

Mountain region of the United States about their anti-terrorism counterterrorism 

strategies and techniques. This information was gathered by agency historical data and 

semi-structured interviews with the current participant’s in their anti-terrorism 

counterterrorism programs. As the data was collected, it was continually analyzed to 

direct which way the study moved toward the development of new concepts and theories 

related to anti-terrorism counterterrorism. 
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Chapter 4: Results  

With the adoption of NIMS in 2002, local law enforcement agencies and 

emergency management departments became responsible for preventing terrorism in their 

communities (NIMS, 2002). In this qualitative study, I used the grounded theory 

approach to identify counterterrorism strategies and techniques used by small and 

midsize law enforcement agencies and emergency management departments in the Rocky 

Mountain region of the United States. This study of anti-terrorism/counterterrorism 

prevention strategies was a fact-finding mission. The research questions were based on 

identifying counterterrorism strategies and techniques that were being used by small and 

midsize jurisdictions (RQ1). The study also addressed strategies and techniques that 

should be used in these jurisdictions to prevent and mitigate terrorism (RQ2). When the 

data collection were finished, the information gathered were used to provide guidance to 

small and midsize law enforcement agencies and emergency management departments 

regarding anti-terrorism/counterterrorism strategies and techniques that could be used as 

a comprehensive plan against terrorism (RQ3).  

This chapter addresses how the data were collected, analyzed, and used to develop 

a theory. I explain how participants were recruited and what cooperating agencies were 

used. I used semi-structured interviews to gather data. The interviews were done with 

members from the cooperating agencies who, at the time of the interview, were working 

on counterterrorism issues within their agency. I also describe the cooperating agencies 

that participated in this study. The information is descriptive but does not identify the 

specific agency or interviewee. I explain how the interviews were conducted and how the 
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data were collected and analyzed. The data were coded into categories and themes and 

organized to develop a theory. This chapter also addresses the trustworthiness of the 

study, the data collected, and the results. 

Research Setting 

Data were collected through the use of face-to-face interviews or interviews 

conducted over the telephone. The interviews were done with participants who work for 

midsize or small law enforcement or emergency management agencies. Each agency was 

selected based on their demographics. I contacted the agencies and explained the study 

and the requirements to participate in the study. The main requirement was to identify 

and make available a member of the agency who was familiar with and worked with the 

agency’s counterterrorism program. The agency was given a letter of cooperation for 

review and authorization. Cooperating partner agencies provided the names of the 

individual participants who had the information needed for this study and made them 

available to me. Midsize and small agencies have limited personnel resources. In this 

study, the individual who authorized the cooperation of their agency was also the agency 

representative who had the most knowledge of their agency’s counterterrorism program. 

The agency representative therefore became the study’s participant. The participants were 

given a consent form to review, and they consented to the interview prior to the 

beginning of the interview. Because the agency representative who agreed to be a 

cooperating agency was also a study participant, there was no pressure from members of 

the agency to participate in the study. Every cooperating agency and every study 

participant had been involved in a counterterrorism situation for that agency. I did not 
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identify any conditions at the cooperating agencies or with the participants that would 

have influenced my interpretation of the data and the subsequent results. 

Demographics 

In this qualitative study using a grounded theory approach, I interviewed current 

representatives of small and midsize law enforcement agencies and emergency 

management agencies. The agencies selected to participate were from different areas in 

the state of Colorado. The agencies were considered cooperating research partners, and 

their representatives were considered participants. The agencies were selected by their 

size and location. I wanted to include a variety of agencies that represented different 

demographics. The size of the agency was the first consideration. The study was 

delimited to small and midsize agencies. Small and midsize agencies were identified as 

agencies with 250 sworn officers or fewer. The agencies were classified as law 

enforcement or emergency management. Participants from six law enforcement agencies 

consented to interviews. Half of the participants work for agencies that have more than 

50 sworn officers but fewer than 250 officers. These agencies are considered midsize. 

Half of the participants work for small agencies that have fewer than 20 sworn officers. 

In the Rocky Mountain region, law enforcement agencies are divided by location in the 

region. Communities in the mountain areas have different populations and different 

demands on the law enforcement agencies. Two of the law enforcement agencies, one 

small and one midsize, were from the mountain region. Four law enforcement agencies 

were from the urban front-range communities.  
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Each of the cooperating research partner law enforcement agencies selected their 

potential participant. The participant was contacted by me and given the confidential 

choice to participate or decline to participate. The agencies were not advised of the 

decision of the participants. The participants were chosen by their agencies because of 

their knowledge of their agencies’ counterterrorism efforts. At three of the law 

enforcement agencies, two small and one midsize, the chief or sheriff chose to be the 

participant. This was significant because it represented one of the findings described in 

the results and conclusion sections of this study. Individual demographic information of 

the participants was not relevant to this study and was not collected because the focus of 

the interviews was on the agencies’ counterterrorism programs, not the individual 

participants.  

Emergency management agencies differ from law enforcement agencies based on 

their job descriptions. Emergency management agencies focus on the prevention, 

preparation, response, and recovery from the terrorism hazard (Haddow et al., 2014). 

Emergency management agencies are smaller in number of personnel because they 

concentrate on the hazard threats only. The emergency management agencies were 

selected based on the size and location of the communities they serve. Four emergency 

management agencies were used as cooperating research partners. Small communities do 

not have their own emergency management agencies; instead, they cooperate with other 

neighboring communities and work with a regional emergency management agency. The 

emergency management agencies interviewed in this study were all regional agencies that 

represented both small and midsize communities. The participants were identified in the 
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same way they were for the law enforcement agencies. The cooperating research partner 

emergency management agencies designated a representative with knowledge of their 

counterterrorism program as a potential participant. The participants were contacted by 

me and were given the confidential choice to participate or not. The choice to participate 

was not made known to the agencies. Four emergency management agencies consented 

to be interviewed. One emergency management agency represented a mountain region, 

and three were from urban front-range areas. All of the cooperating research partners and 

their designated participants voluntarily provided the data used in this study. 

Data Collection 

The goal of this study was to identify counterterrorism strategies and techniques 

used by small and midsize law enforcement and emergency management agencies to 

prevent terrorism incidents in their communities. I interviewed 10 participants from 10 

different cooperating partner agencies. The data were collected by conducting 

semistructured interviews with participants. Each participant was a representative from a 

cooperating partner agency and had knowledge of the cooperating partner’s 

counterterrorism prevention program. The data were collected using similar steps: a 

meeting with the cooperating partner agency, a meeting and interview with the 

participant, and a follow-up interview with the participant. I contacted potential 

cooperating partner agencies in one of three ways: telephone, email, or face-to-face. In 

the first contact with the potential cooperating partner agencies, I introduced myself, 

briefly explained the study, and set up a meeting with willing agencies. One emergency 

management and four law enforcement agencies were first contacted by telephone. The 
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first contact for three of the emergency management agencies was done by email. The 

last two law enforcement agencies were first contacted by an unscheduled walk-in 

meeting. The meetings with the cooperating partner agencies were done either by phone 

or in person. The meetings with three of the emergency management and two of the law 

enforcement agencies were done over the telephone. A copy of the cooperating partner 

letter and participant consent form was sent to the agencies by electronic mail. The 

cooperating partner meetings for the remaining five agencies, one emergency 

management and four law enforcement, were done in person. I explained the nature of 

this study and what would be requested by me if the agency agreed to be a cooperating 

partner. When an agency agreed to be a cooperating partner, the letter of cooperation was 

explained, and the cooperating agency authority signed the letter. The electronic mail 

version of the letters was sent back to me signed over electronic mail. The individual 

from the cooperating partner agency who signed the letter identified the representative 

from the agency who had the knowledge about the counterterrorism program and would 

be the potential participant. In every cooperating partner agency, the designated 

participant was also the person who had authorized the agency to be a cooperating 

partner. The participant consent form was explained. When the participant voluntarily 

agreed to participate, the consent form was signed. Five participants (three emergency 

managers and two law enforcement participants) were contacted and interviewed over the 

telephone. These participants were sent a copy of the consent form over electronic mail 

and returned the signed copy of the consent form the same way. Four law enforcement 

participants and one emergency manager participant were interviewed face-to-face. The 
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participant interviews were done in locations that were comfortable and confidential for 

the participant.  

The location of the five participants who were interviewed over the telephone was 

not known to me. Four of the other five participants were interviewed in a private office 

located at the cooperating partner agency’s facility. One emergency manager participant 

chose a neutral meeting location away from the cooperating partner facility. Most of the 

participants provided the necessary data in one interview. Three participants (one 

emergency manager and two law enforcement participants) were contacted a second time 

for follow-up data. These follow-up interviews were voluntary and were done over the 

phone and electronic mail. The other participants did not require follow-up interviews.  

The participant interviews varied in length of time based on the amount of the 

data each participant had about their agencies anti-terrorism counterterrorism strategies. 

The duration of the participant interviews was between one hour and three hours. I 

collected the data from each interview by recording the answers to the interview 

questions in the form of handwritten notes. These notes were not an exact transcription of 

the participant’s answers, but were notes based on the pertinent information given. An 

unusual circumstance was surprisingly present during each of the participant interviews, 

each participant wanted to share specific names of suspects and locations of incidents as 

examples of the anti-terrorism counterterrorism strategies. The circumstances was 

handled by helping participants relay the information without the specific names or 

locations and when the circumstance occurred the data was recorded without the mention 

of the specific names and locations. 
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Data Analysis 

“The challenge with qualitative data analysis lies in making sense of massive 

amounts of data” (Patton, 2015). The data analysis for this study began the minute the 

data collected started. I began analysis by using the constant comparative analysis 

method. This method has researchers analyzing data continuously as it is being collected 

(Holton & Walsh, 2017). With every interview I conducted, I collected data and analyzed 

that data. The first two interviews were done in close time proximity to each other. The 

constant comparative data analysis was used after each interview. Some concepts and 

codes started to emerge as I was able to compare the data collected in those first 

interviews. “The purpose of constant comparative analysis is to see if the data support 

and continue to support emerging concepts” (Holton & Walsh, 2017). The constant 

comparative analysis method entails coding the data after each interview (Holton & 

Walsh, 2017). This open coding was done by analyzing data that was written in my field 

notes and writing memos about important codes that emerged. This open coding in the 

first interviews, allowed me to code many themes, some that later proved to be important 

and some that proved to be less important to this study. The important themes which were 

developed in the early interviews allowed me to start selective coding. Selective coding is 

where the researcher begins to delimit coding to the core themes and concepts (Holton & 

Walsh, 2017).  

The first two interviews were done at two law enforcement agencies. These 

interviews produced similar information about the counterterrorism strategies that they 

are using. Some of the themes that emerged in the earlier interviews were; intelligence 
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gathering, protecting vulnerable targets, information sharing, deterrence, lack of 

resources, lack of training, and federal information sharing. As the interviews continued, 

four of these themes became reoccurring concepts that showed up in one form or another 

at all the agencies interviewed. The emergence of these concepts allowed me to 

selectively code and analyze the information. Every agency that participated in this study 

used these strategies as the main parts of their counterterrorism program. Different 

agencies reported differing amounts of success in using these strategies. The four anti-

terrorism counterterrorism strategies which were identified as themes in this study and 

then emerged as core concepts, answer research question #1 (RQ1). 

The four core concepts that are being used as counterterrorism prevention 

strategies emerged as themes from coded information that was analyzed from the 

descriptions of actions the participants identified as being used by their agencies. Each 

participant interviewed acknowledged personally using these strategies. The concept of 

intelligence gathering is used in two ways. First, agency personal were gathering 

intelligence on potential suspects for their own use. Officers obtain intelligence on 

members of their community everyday while working. The cooperating partner agencies 

in this study all have in place a system for officers to report intelligence. The intelligence 

is disseminated to all members of the agency for their safety and awareness. Second, 

intelligence gathered is used to create a plan of action. Most participants described 

specific incidents where intelligence gathered at their agency led directly to a prevention 

action taken by the agency. One participant described intelligence that they had 

developed about a domestic terrorist group that was going to attend a motorcycle rally 
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that was occurring in a neighboring jurisdiction. The intelligence gathered indicated that 

the terrorist group intended to instigate violence at the rally to cause fear for the 

surrounding communities. One participant from a small agency described this as “We 

make our own intelligence network”. The agency that developed the intelligence worked 

with other effected agencies to increase uniform police presence at the rally to act as a 

deterrence to the terror group’s violent plans. The terror group attended the rally but did 

not instigate a violent incident.  

The core concept of deterrence can be manifested in a verity of ways. Most of the 

cooperating partner agencies used this prevention strategy either by increasing a police 

presence at threatened events or locations or by helping protect vulnerable targets. Three 

participants explained their use of deterrence as a repeat offender style strategy. The 

repeat offender strategy identifies dangerous suspects and through the use of surveillance 

follows them until they violate any law (Spelman, 1990). The suspect is arrested for the 

violation and stopped from doing a potential terrorist act. This method acts as a specific 

deterrence to the terror suspect and as a general deterrence to the other potential terrorist. 

In the cases that this strategy was used, a suspect had been incarcerated for a previous 

terrorism related offense. When the suspect was released from incarceration and returned 

to the community, they were being monitored. As intelligence emerged that they were 

still interested in committing a terrorist act, the repeat offended strategy was initiated, and 

the suspect was arrested. A participant from a small law enforcement agency recounted 

an incident where a terror suspect that had been in jail for threating President Bush was 

released back to the community still threating political violence. “We knew he was into 
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drugs, so we followed him until we could arrest him for a drug offense” the participant 

said. The agencies which use deterrence as a strategy, arrest the suspects for non-

terrorism related offenses which stopped them from committing an act of terror and 

deterred others in the same situation. 

The prevention strategy of protecting vulnerable targets was a core concept used 

by every cooperating partner agency. This concept, prevention strategy, is based on the 

idea that agency personal will identify vulnerable potential terrorism targets and will 

work with them to increase security (Bjorgo, 2013). This core concept acts as deterrence 

to some suspects because the location is no longer vulnerable and aids in the 

apprehension of other suspects because of the increased security. The four emergency 

management participants use this strategy as their main strategy. The emergency 

managers spend a lot of their counterterrorism efforts working with public and private 

managers of locations to help them institute physical, electronic, and manpowered 

security measures. This counterterrorism strategy is consistent with the emergency 

management philosophy of mitigation (Haddow et al., 2014). One emergency 

management participant said, “I spend a lot of my time working on securing critical 

infrastructure”. 

The last of the core concepts identified is information sharing. Information 

sharing is used by every cooperating partner agency in this study. Information sharing 

was used in three ways. Agencies that developed intelligence or information that was 

important to counterterrorism efforts shared the information with their own department 

personnel, usually in the form of oral and written briefings. All cooperating partners 
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shared information with neighboring agencies. The small and midsized agencies that 

acted as cooperating partners cited the limited department resources as a main reason 

they actively networked with other small and midsized agencies in their area. Information 

sharing with these neighboring agencies allows the agencies to share resources to address 

the situation. The information was also shared with the state and federal agencies. In 

Colorado, and other states, the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) has been renamed to 

Fusion Centers (DHS, 2020). The approach is the same, these Fusion Centers act as a 

clearing house for terror related information. The Colorado fusion center trains officers 

from local agencies to act as Terrorism Liaison Officers (DHS, 2020). These Terrorism 

Liaison Officers (TLO) act as the contact person to share terrorism related information. 

All the cooperating partner agencies had shared information with a TLO. The core 

concepts identified during the participant interviews coincide with counterterrorism 

strategies that the cooperating partner agencies are currently using. 

Evidence of Trustworthiness 

Constant comparison analysis, Triangulation, and Substantive validation were all 

used as strategies for study credibility. Prior to data collection through participant 

interviews, I did not have any information or bias about what strategies small and 

midsized law enforcement and emergency management agencies were using to prevent 

terrorism. Constant comparison analysis allowed me to evaluate and code 

counterterrorism strategies and additional related data into codes, themes, and core 

concepts from the first interviews until data collection completion. The constant 

comparison of data allowed me to identify data that matched patterns from other 
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participates and to find data that did not match the others. All the core concepts 

developed were clear because of the constant comparison of data as it was collected.  

Triangulation of the data sources was achieved by the selection of the agencies 

used as cooperating partners. I started with a basic idea of types of different cooperation 

partner agencies that I wanted to contact. Demographic information like law enforcement 

or emergency management, small or midsized, urban or rural, was used to identify 

agencies to be contacted. After the first interviews, a different perspective became 

evident. In the Rocky Mountain region there is a difference between how agencies deal 

with emergency management and law enforcement based on whether they are located in 

the front range, the mountains, or on the western slope. These are area designations based 

on their relationship to the Rocky Mountains. Triangulation of sources allowed me to 

adjust to include the perspectives of agencies in all areas. The counterterrorism strategies 

used by small and midsized emergency management and law enforcement agencies is the 

area that is lacking in the current research and is what this study is investigating. There 

are research studies that have looked at preventing terrorism and terrorism impacts at 

local levels. These studies were used to provide Substantive validation to this study. As 

data was collected, I used knowledge gained from these other studies to provide an 

understanding of the data and its validity. 

Results 

This research study is designed as a fact-finding mission to identify 

counterterrorism techniques and strategies being used by small and midsized emergency 

management and law enforcement agencies to prevent terrorist incidents. The study was 
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approached as an investigation, seeking answers to the research questions. During the 

investigation, new information was found related to why certain strategies were used or 

not used as part of agencies counterterrorism efforts. The use of constant comparison 

analysis allowed the coding of data, development of themes, and the creation of core 

concepts that resulted in answers to the research questions.  

Research Question 1 

The first research question is: what anti-terrorism counterterrorism techniques and 

strategies are currently being used to interdict and prevent terrorism? The interviews with 

the participants resulted in; four themes, core concepts, strategies, which were being used 

to prevent terrorism. The strategies are; intelligence gathering, information sharing, 

protecting vulnerable targets, and deterrence. These strategies were used by every 

cooperating partner agency in similar ways. The identification of these strategies came as 

a result of coding the information and identifying themes from the participant’s 

interviews and developing core concepts based on the themes. 

Core concept Theme 1. Intelligence gathering was the main strategy used by the 

law enforcement agencies. Intelligence gathering can be done in both a formal and 

informal way. The law enforcement participants acknowledged informally gather 

intelligence as a regular part of their job. The informal intelligence gathering is done by 

recognizing suspects from past incidents and intelligence and making a mental note of 

what they had seen. This intelligence is pasted along from officer to officer by word of 

mouth. The participants admitted that this type of informal intelligence gathering happens 

every day and is a valuable counter terrorism strategy. Formal intelligence gathering is 
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done using the agency’s intelligence system. These formal systems are regulated by best 

practice procedures and case law. One midsized law enforcement agency participant said, 

“We have one investigator assigned to collect and evaluate intelligence”. When 

intelligence is gathered it is put into an intelligence report and reviewed by the officer in 

charge of the intelligence system. Formal intelligence can only be kept if it is crime 

related. Intelligence stored in the official system can only be disseminated on a “need to 

know” basis. “Need to know” is based on law enforcement officers showing that the 

intelligence would be important to an ongoing situation or case. This formal intelligence 

can be passed along to other agencies using the same standard. All the participants 

identified gathering intelligence both formally and informally as a technique and strategy 

used as part of their counter terrorism efforts. One participant relayed an incident where 

individuals working for their agency had developed intelligence about a terror suspect 

and their plan to attack a local organization. “We found out where he was and what he 

wanted to do and made a plan to stop him” the participant said. The intelligence proved 

to be accurate and the agency was able to interdict the suspects plan and prevent the 

attack. Intelligence is a valuable strategy in a counter terror program. “An optimal 

outcome is to be able to anticipate the behavior of terrorist and thus to predict terrorist 

incidents” (Martin, 2017). 

Core concept Theme 2. Information sharing, as a counter terrorism strategy, was 

done by all of the agencies by sharing information with other members of their own 

agencies and with outside agencies. Participants said that the information shared was 

valuable based on how specific the information was and how timely the information was. 
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All the participants gave examples of information sharing within their own departments 

leading to prevention efforts and arrests. One cooperating partner agency developed 

information related to an employee of a vulnerable target business that was planning to 

attack the business. “We found out she wanted to attack her place of business” the 

emergency management participant recounted. The information was shared with agency 

members and the attack plan was thwarted. Information sharing amongst outside agencies 

was used by all cooperating partner agencies with limited information flow between some 

agencies. The participants described information sharing with other local agencies as 

cooperative and equal. The biker rally example, earlier described, shows cooperation of 

specific and timely information leading to a positive prevention situation. When the 

information sharing was done with the state or federal agencies the information was more 

one sided. All participants had given information to the Terrorism Liaison Officer in their 

area to be processed and distributed by the Fusion Center. In every agency, except one, 

the Fusion Center never shared information back to the original agency. This lack of 

information sharing from the state and federal agencies led to an additional core concept 

that was identified during this study. All participates expressed the value of information 

sharing as part of their counter terrorism preventing strategy. 

Core concept Theme 3. The criminology theory of Routine Activities theory 

describe that a crime, terrorist incident, cannot be committed without three elements: a 

motivated offender, a suitable target (victim), and a lack of a capable guardian (A. Walsh, 

2015). The prevention strategy of protecting vulnerable targets addresses two of the three 

elements. The idea is to implement strategies and techniques that increase the risk of 
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detection and make it more difficult for motivated offenders to commit their crime 

(Bjorgo, 2013). All of the participants used this strategy as part of their prevention 

program. The participants and members of their agencies identified potential targets in 

their jurisdictions and worked with them to make them a less suitable target. The 

emergency management participants used this strategy as their main strategy. One 

emergency management participant described a vulnerable target that they worked with 

after the target had received a credible terrorist threat. “I did a risk assessment on the 

property” they said. The participant evaluated the business and recommended barriers at 

the entrances, increased video surveillance, employee screening, and other measures. The 

target business put into place the added security and have not had a terrorist attack. 

Core concept Theme 4. The last strategy that the participants identified that they 

use is deterrence. This core concept included different techniques used by different 

cooperating partners based on the specific threat. The prevention strategy of deterrence 

was used only to address a specific person or event. The participants told me of 

individual incidents where intelligence gathering and information sharing lead to a 

situation that needed prevention. Based on the specific information, the members of the 

cooperating partner agencies developed a plan to deter the suspect from carrying out the 

terrorist act. In some cases, the strategy was to arrest the suspect for anything that they 

could prior to the terrorist act, including parole probation violations, witnessed new 

crimes therefore deterring them from the terrorist act. One participant described targeted 

interviews with the suspects that made them aware that their plan was known by the 
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agency. Another participant described adding additional security to a special event that 

was being targeted. The additional security deterred the suspects from their terrorist act.  

The purpose of this study was not to gauge the effectiveness of the counter 

terrorism strategies or the amount of times each strategy was used, but instead this study 

was identifying which strategies and techniques were being used. Table 1 shows the 

different prevention strategies and how important the strategy is to the cooperating 

partner agencies overall counter terrorism efforts. 
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Table 1 

 

Counterterrorism Strategies Used 

Agency 

 

Counterterrorism strategies 

 

Law enforcement midsize Intelligence gathering, main strategy, used 

to create plans that use target protection, 

deterrence and information sharing.  

Law enforcement small Intelligence and information sharing, main 

strategies. Sometimes use target protect 

and deterrence with other agencies 

assistance. 

Law enforcement midsize Intelligence, main strategy. Used to create 

action plan utilizing target protection and 

deterrence.  Only used information sharing 

if it helped of affected another agency. 

Emergency management midsize Target protect, main strategy. Information 

sharing done with other emergency 

managers included intelligence and 

deterrence as part of the first two strategies 

Law enforcement small Intelligence, the main strategy. Uses intel 

to create plans utilizing deterrence and 

target protect. Shared information if it 

affected other agencies. 

Emergency management midsize Target protect, main strategy. Uses 

deterrence as part of target protection. 

Intelligence and information sharing with 

the Fusion center. 

Emergency management midsize Target protect, main strategy. Deterrence 

used as cyber security, Intelligence and 

information sharing with local agencies 

Law enforcement small Information sharing, main strategy. Used to 

create plan using deterrence. Target 

protect, intelligence only as parts of other 

plans 

Emergency management midsize Target protect, main strategy. Intelligence  

and information sharing done daily. 

Deterrence done with area law enforcement 

Law enforcement midsize Intelligence, main strategy. Information 

shared with neighboring agencies. Both are 

used to create plans using deterrence and 

target protection 
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Research Question 2 

What techniques and strategies should local emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies be implementing to prevent and mitigate terrorism? The results of 

this study identified four counter terrorism strategies and techniques that were being 

used. 

Core concept Theme 5. The study also identified a core concept that all agencies 

dealt with when deciding on how to prevent terrorism. This core concept is a limit on the 

resources, both manpower and funds, available to be used on counter terrorism efforts. 

Most of the counter terrorism techniques and strategies found in the literature that are 

being used or have been used either do not apply to small and midsized agencies or 

require additional manpower to dedicate to the technique. Large cities, states, and 

countries have adopted an anti-terrorism counter terrorism approach of changing laws to 

address terror related activities. The “Patriot Act” is an example of the United States 

federal government’s use of this counter terrorism technique (Martin, 2017) (Bullock, 

Haddow, Coppola, 2016). Small and midsized agencies could work with their local 

governments to change local ordinances, but by statute these ordinances cannot have 

strict penalties. The ordinances would not act to deter the criminal behavior. Another 

technique that is used as an anti-terrorism counter terrorism technique is to impose 

stricter punishment for terror related crimes. This is also not something small and 

midsized agencies have available to them.  

A risk assessment model was purposed to identify and target potential terrorist in 

your jurisdiction. This model is based on an evaluation of risk factors that have been 
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identified as factors leading to the creation of a terrorist (Kebbell, & Porter, 2012). This 

counter terrorism technique allows agencies to identify potential terrorist and interdict 

them before they can carry out an attack (Kebbell, & Porter, 2012). The risk assessment 

model has been used in other areas of criminal justice, such as in Corrections, with 

positive results (Siegel, & Bartollas, 2014). This risk assessment model requires a 

manpower commitment to review intelligence, identify potential suspects, investigate the 

risk factors, and conduct an interdiction when appropriate. A participant from a midsized 

law enforcement agency said, “We have limited resources to activity work these cases 

alone”. These risk assessment techniques are conducted by officers assigned to do 

nothing but the assessments and related investigation (Siegel, & Bartollas, 2014). Small 

and midsized emergency management and law enforcement agencies do not have the 

manpower to dedicate officers to do risk assessment investigations.  

Another anti-terrorism counter terrorism technique that is similar to the risk 

assessment model is to try and reduce recruitment. This technique has been a mainstay in 

crime prevention for years. The idea is to change the social and economic factors that 

lead many, especially young adults, to associate with criminals and then commit crime 

themselves (Bjorgo, 2013). This crime prevention technique is being used to try and stop 

the recruitment of individuals to terrorist groups and causes. Small and midsized agencies 

do not have the resources to make the changes to the social and economic factors in their 

communities.  

The last area found that is being used to fight terrorism is to rehabilitate terrorist 

who have been caught and convicted of criminal acts. Rehabilitation of terrorist and 
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criminals is usually met with skepticism. Does it work and at what cost? That is a 

question for other research. This technique is not applicable to emergency managers and 

law enforcement officers because they do not deal with the rehabilitation of convicted 

offenders. 

Research Question 3 

This study is designed to find out what counter terrorism strategies and techniques 

are being used by small and midsized agencies. The third research question asks, how can 

these techniques and strategies be combined to produce a comprehensive anti-terrorism 

program that can be used at the local level? The techniques and strategies identified in 

this study can be separated into two categories, ongoing efforts and specific efforts. 

Ongoing efforts are strategies that agencies are involved in every day. Intelligence 

gathering and information sharing should be an ongoing counter terrorism strategy. 

Specific effort strategies are strategies that are used when a specific threat has been 

identified. The specific threat does not mean that an attack has been identified as 

emanate. It does mean that a person or group been identified as a possible threat. It can 

also be that a specific location has been identified as at risk of being attacked. These two 

categories of techniques and strategies can be used together as a counter terrorism anti-

terrorism plan. Agencies that encourage ongoing intelligence gathering and then share 

that information with other agencies, can use that information to target specific 

individuals or groups to deter terrorist acts, and can work to strengthen vulnerable targets. 

The techniques and strategies that can be used to accomplish any of the four counter 
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terrorism strategies is broad in scope and can be individualize to each agency and the 

personal that they have available. 

The last result that I found during this study was two core concepts that were not 

part of directly answering the research questions. The first core concept was the 

overwhelming limitations that were on small and midsized agencies because of lack of 

funding and limited manpower. These agencies do not have individuals that can be 

reassigned away from the basic day to day tasks to just work a counter terrorism strategy. 

The small and midsized agencies need their managers and officers working the normal 

job tasks and when they have time, they can work counter terrorism techniques. If 

actionable intelligence or information shared from another agency identifies a specific 

threat, then resources can temporarily be assigned to work that specific threat. These 

agencies are limited on what counter terrorism efforts they can participate in based on 

manpower and money. 

Core concept Theme 6. The second core concept is an old story between local 

agencies and state and federal agencies. There is a lack of information sharing form the 

state and federal agencies to the local agencies. All of the participants said that they have 

sent information to the state and federal Fusion Center and have not received information 

back. One participant recalled a terror suspect that they had given information to the 

Fusion Center about and the federal agency did not even advise the local agency that they 

had come into the jurisdiction and arrested the suspect. The local agency had to hear 

about the arrest in their town from a citizen. Another participant described a terrorist that 

was on the active watch list moving into their jurisdiction and being watched by state and 
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federal officers and never being told that the suspect was living there. One participant had 

an example of an incident where the state and federal officers coordinated an operation in 

their jurisdiction and included the local agency in the operation from the beginning. The 

majority of the cooperation partner agencies believe that the information flow from the 

federal and state agencies was non-existent. “We send stuff to them and get nothing in 

return” one midsized agency participant said. The participants said that when they did 

ever get information from the Fusion Center is was not specific enough to that action on, 

but instead was more like a newsletter with only generic information.  

Summary 

The data collection I conducted using the constant comparison approach produced 

codes and themes that led to four core concepts related to counter terrorism strategies and 

techniques being used by the cooperating partner agencies. The data also showed two 

other core concepts related to the limitations that small and midsized emergency 

management and law enforcement agencies work under in their efforts to address 

terrorism. The core concepts that I identified from the data, provided the results that 

answered the research questions. The results I obtained will allow certain conclusions to 

be drawn and recommendations to be made that will help small and midsized emergency 

management and law enforcement agencies to better address the threat of terrorism in 

their communities. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

When terrorist attacked Orlando, Florida; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and San 

Bernardino, California, the first evaluation of the incidents was based on the response 

from the local emergency management and law enforcement agencies. The focus on 

those incidents would eventually turn to what could have been done to prevent them. For 

small and midsize agencies, the existing literature on prevention strategies and techniques 

is lacking. The current study’s purpose was to identify counterterrorism strategies and 

techniques that are being used by small and midsize emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies. I conducted a qualitative study with a grounded theory approach 

including semistructured interviews with participants from small and midsize emergency 

management and law enforcement agencies in the Rocky Mountain region of the United 

States. By identifying the counterterrorism strategies and techniques some small and 

midsize agencies are using, and by disseminating the information to other agencies, I 

hoped to help small and midsize emergency management and law enforcement agencies 

prevent terrorist incidents in their communities. This study was conducted to provide 

tools to small and midsize communities so that they can be safer.  

I found four counterterrorism prevention strategies and techniques being used by 

the cooperating partner emergency management and law enforcement agencies: 

intelligence gathering, information sharing, protecting vulnerable targets, and deterrence. 

Each of these strategies and techniques were used by all of the cooperating partner 

agencies that participated in the study. Each of the participating agencies had examples of 

how they used the strategies and techniques to prevent incidents, which made their 
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communities safer. I also found two other important findings that were not 

counterterrorism strategies or techniques during the data collection. Lack of information 

sharing by state and federal agencies and the impact of limited resources available to 

small and midsize agencies were present and affected all of the cooperating partner 

agencies. The lack of information sharing from state and federal agencies is a persistent 

theme found throughout the recent history of terrorist incidents in the United States. 

Interpretation of the Findings 

In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the United States that occurred on 

September 11, 2001, the federal government created the Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS, 2017). The DHS added terrorist attacks as one of the threats and hazards 

that the emergency management and law enforcement communities must deal with (D. 

W. Walsh et al., 2012). The DHS also adopted a bottom-up approach to dealing with 

threats and hazards (D. W. Walsh et al., 2012). This approach indicated that when a threat 

or hazard appears, it is the responsibility of the local emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies to deal with it (D. W. Walsh et al., 2012). If an incident demands 

more resources than the local emergency management and law enforcement agencies 

have, then the local agencies must ask for state and federal help before they can assist (D. 

W. Walsh et al., 2012). The federal government made dealing with terrorism a local 

problem, yet they provided limited direction on how to do that. The federal government 

through the CDP (2002) and the EMI provides training for local emergency management 

and law enforcement personnel (FEMA, 2018). The CDP and EMI training, along with 

the DHS Federal Response Plan, describe the counterterrorism prevention plan for local 
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emergency managers and law enforcement officers as one of gathering intelligence and 

sharing the information with the federal agencies (DHS, 2017).  

The results of the current study indicated that local emergency managers and law 

enforcement officers are using four counter terrorism strategies and techniques to deal 

with the threat of a terrorist incident occurring in their communities. One of the strategies 

and techniques is intelligence gathering. Intelligence gathering has always been part of 

law enforcement and emergency management. The local agencies obtain intelligence 

every day while conducting their daily business. The local managers and officers hear 

and see things that constitute intelligence while they are working with members of the 

community. In some cases, a confidential informant will provide intelligence on potential 

threats or hazards to the community. The state and federal government’s idea about 

intelligence gathering related to terrorism is to pass it along to the state and federal 

agencies and let them deal with it (DHS, 2017). The bottom-up approach identified in the 

National Response Plan would indicate that acting on intelligence gathered about 

potential terrorism at the local level is the local emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies’ responsibility until it becomes bigger than their local resources 

can handle. All of the cooperating partner agencies have a system in place to train 

managers and officers on gathering intelligence and have someone who evaluates the 

intelligence gathered. The cooperating partner agencies have used intelligence that was 

gathered to successfully prevent incidents from happening. The effective gathering of 

intelligence is the basis for the use of two other counterterrorism strategies that are being 

used: protecting vulnerable targets and deterrence. All counterterrorism efforts at the 
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local level begin with intelligence gathered by the local agencies. Most of the cooperating 

partner agencies in this study responded to gathered intelligence by first sharing the 

information with other members of their agency, then neighboring agencies, and if 

necessary with the regional Fusion Center.  

The value of intelligence is based on what actions can be done because of the 

information. Local emergency management and law enforcement agencies use the 

intelligence information as a starting point to create a prevention plan. The cooperating 

partner agencies gave me examples of how intelligence information was used to make a 

plan that they believe prevented an incident from occurring. The participants divided 

information sharing into three categories: agency, neighboring agencies, and state and 

federal agencies. All of the participants were involved in information sharing in each of 

the above categories. Information shared inside their agency was the most common and 

took place on a daily basis. Interagency memos, emails, shift briefings, and word of 

mouth were all used to pass along intelligence information. The participants were 

involved in cases in which intelligence information was used to start an investigation into 

a threat against an event, person, or vulnerable target. This information was shared with 

the agencies that were also affected by the threat. In some cases, the neighboring agencies 

worked together to mitigate the threat. The participants passed along information to the 

state and federal agencies through the regional Fusion Center on a regular basis. In only 

one cooperating partner agency did the state and federal agencies work with the local 

agency to investigate the threat and execute a plan to prevent it. This state and federal 

cooperation occurred one time with one of the partner agencies and had not occurred any 
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other time. In four cases that participants remembered, state and federal agencies were 

given information that they investigated and took action on in the local agencies’ 

jurisdiction without contacting the local agency. In one case, members of the federal 

agency made an arrest of a terror suspect based on information shared from the local 

agency and never contacted them to let them know what was going on. The participants 

had numerous examples of successful information sharing within their agencies and with 

neighboring agencies. The prevention plan that was executed by five agencies, based on 

information developed by one cooperating partner agency and shared to the others, to 

prevent terrorist violence at a biker rally was a great example of how small and midsize 

agencies shared information that led to a prevention strategy that worked. The 

participants said that intelligence gathering leads to information that can be shared, which 

allows them to use other counterterrorism strategies and techniques to prevent incidents. 

The participants gave examples of the information shared that were threats to physical 

targets. The action plan used in these cases was to work with the target to help protect it.  

The concept of protecting vulnerable targets goes back to the beginning of 

modern emergency management. In 1979 a presidential executive order created FEMA 

(Canton, 2007). FEMA adopted an emergency management approach called the all-

hazards approach (Canton, 2007). This all-hazards approach separates emergency 

management into sections. One of the sections is mitigation. Mitigation is “a sustained 

action to reduce or eliminate the risks to people and property from such hazards and their 

effect” (Haddow et al., 2014, p. 72). Protecting vulnerable targets as a counterterrorism 

strategy falls under the mitigation area of emergency management and has also been used 
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as a crime prevention technique. The literature reviewed for this study indicated that 

protecting vulnerable targets is both a crime prevention and emergency management 

strategy (Bjorgo, 2013; Haddow et al., 2014). The criminology theory of routine activities 

is considered the foundation of modern crime prevention (A. Walsh, 2015). One of the 

main tenants of routine activities theory is that crime will not be committed if there is a 

capable guardian present (A. Walsh, 2015). In the current study context, the capable 

guardian is the security around the vulnerable target. All of the participants identified 

using this strategy. In most cases, the participants used this strategy by working with 

potential targets to increase their physical security including barriers, guarded 

checkpoints, cameras, and alarms. In some cases, the participants helped to increase 

procedures to better control individuals who were at their location. In one incident a 

credible threat was identified to a local church. The participant and other members of the 

agency arranged for a uniformed police presence at the location until the threat was over. 

All of the participants had numerous examples of when they used this technique to 

protect vulnerable targets in their communities. The participants used this strategy and 

technique in response to specific threats or to secure vulnerable targets to deter incidents 

from occurring. 

The last counterterrorism strategy that was identified in this study was deterrence. 

As data were being coded, I noticed each of the participants describing incidents in which 

they used intelligence information and then took action to stop a terrorist incident. In 

many of the cases, the suspect or suspects were not arrested for terrorism. The 

participants arrested them for other non-terrorism-related crimes. In some cases, arrests 
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were not made, but actions were put in place that deterred the suspect from continuing 

with the terrorist incident. Deterrence in this study refers to all actions taken by members 

of the cooperating partner emergency management and law enforcement agencies to stop 

or deter the terrorist incident from occurring. One participant had been given information 

from a neighboring agency about a suspected terrorist living in their jurisdiction. The 

shared information indicated that the suspect was planning to attack local politicians. The 

participant and their agency used a risk assessment model, similar to what was presented 

in the literature review, to assess the real danger of the suspect and then used a repeat 

offender strategy to surveil and arrest the suspect. The repeat offender strategy was used 

to stop or deter suspects from committing terrorist incidents by indicting them before 

they could carry out the incident. Some participants said that they would increase police 

presence at targeted events to deter the terrorist incident. One participant contacted the 

individual that was the target and encouraged them not to attend an event. The participant 

also contacted the suspect and let them know that the target was not going to be there. 

Neither the target nor the suspect attended the event and there were no incidents. Each of 

the participants had cases where they used intelligence information that was developed by 

their agency or shared from a neighboring agency, to take action against an individual or 

group that stopped a suspected incident from occurring. This core concept, 

counterterrorism strategy includes all of the action plans that are being used to prevent 

incidents from occurring.  

Two other core concepts emerged during this study, limitations based on lack of 

resources and lack of information sharing from the state and federal agencies. The basic 
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concept of the bottom up philosophy in emergency management is that all hazards are a 

local situation until they become more than that agency can handle on their own (D.W. 

Walsh et al., 2012). A core concept that emerged at every cooperating partner agency was 

the limitations on what they could investigate and what preventative measures they could 

employ. Each partner agency had a case that started local but had to be referred to the 

state or federal agencies because of lack of resources to follow up on. One participant 

told of an incident that they had developed intelligence on a local suspect and had made a 

plan on how to interdict the suspect but did not have the local resources to execute the 

plan. The participant contacted the Fusion Center with all of the information including 

their plan and never heard another word until the suspect was arrested. Most of the 

participants acknowledged that they have the knowledge on how to work these 

counterterrorism cases, but that the agencies lack money, manpower, and equipment. A 

small or midsized agency must rely on neighboring agencies or state and federal agencies 

to get the resources necessary to execute some counterterrorism strategies. This lack of 

resources was identified as a factor on what counterterrorism strategies were considered 

applicable to each of the participants and their agencies. Most of the literature 

acknowledges that dealing with terrorism is a local situation, but none of the literature 

explains how small and midsized agencies are going to do it with limited resources. 

The 9/11 commission identified many factors that contributed to the U.S. 

intelligence agencies, emergency management agencies and law enforcement agencies 

not being able to stop the terrorist attacks that occurred on the day (Martin, 2017). One of 

the biggest factors was the lack of information sharing between local, state, and federal 
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agencies (Martin, 2017). In many terrorist incidents since 9/11, federal agencies had 

intelligence information about the suspects that was not shared with local agencies prior 

to the incident (Martin, 2017). The last core concept was found in the literature and still 

appears to exist. All of the participants had stories of local suspects that were the object 

of a counterterrorism investigation in which the federal agencies involved did not share 

information. In many of the participant’s examples, suspects were arrested by the federal 

agency in the local jurisdiction without advising the local agencies that they were 

conducting an operation. The participants all had sent information to the Fusion Center 

and in every case, except one, never received information back. The participants all said 

that occasionally their department would receive a newsletter type communication from 

the fusion center containing generic information that was not worth much. The literature 

is full of studies and documentation of the lack of information sharing from federal 

agencies to the local agencies. The participants identified that it is still a problem and, in 

some cases, worked with other neighboring local agencies instead of trying to work with 

the federal agencies. I found while collecting the data that with the small and midsized 

agencies that participated information sharing from the federal agencies to the local 

agencies was still a problem. 

Limitations of the Study 

The design and approach, Qualitative design, Grounded Theory approach, use in 

this study, allowed me to look at this study as an investigation or a fact-finding mission. 

One of the limitations that can occur in any investigation is the attitude of the 

investigator, researcher that they already know what happened. Through experience of 
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being involved in a similar situation the researcher, investigator jumps to the conclusion 

about what happened. In this study, I had no preconceived notions on the 

counterterrorism strategies and techniques that were being used by small and midsized 

agencies. The current lack of information on this subject allowed me to view the data 

collected without any idea of what counterterrorism strategies are being used. The data 

was collected by conducting semi-structured interviews. I had some broad open-ended 

questions that addressed the topic. The rest of the interview questions were driven by the 

participants. The data collected was analyzed using a constant comparison methodology. 

After each interview, I coded the main points and began to identify reoccurring themes. 

These codes, themes, and core concepts were all developed based on the interview 

information not by any preconceived ideas. The one core concept that emerged that did 

not surprise me, was the concept of the lack of information sharing from the state and 

federal agencies to the small and midsized agencies. The existing literature and my 

experiences had identified this core concept as a problem in past incidents. The data 

collected about this core concept was driven by the participants and their experiences. 

The four counterterrorism strategies and two other core concepts that emerged were being 

used by all of the cooperating partner agencies. Saturation was reached when the same 

four strategies and two concepts were being used by each new partner agency 

interviewed. 

Recommendations 

Terrorism prevention is a role that the emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies that participated in this study work on regularly. They gather 
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intelligence daily and when a credible threat is identified they make a plan to try and 

prevent it from occurring. The current literature shows that the counterterrorism training 

resources available to small and midsized agencies is limited to a small portion of other 

training and consists only of instruction on information sharing with the federal agencies. 

The training offered is comprehensive in how to prepare and respond to a terrorist 

incident but lacks any meaningful counterterrorism prevention instruction. A 

recommendation is that researchers develop a training program geared only toward 

counterterrorism strategies and techniques for small and midsized agencies offered for 

free through the current training system. Research would evaluate the interest from 

agencies, the value of the training to the agencies, and use of the information by the 

agencies after the training.  

The participants representing the cooperating partner agencies identified some 

strategies that they currently employ to prevent incidents from occurring. All the agencies 

were using the same four strategies identified as core concepts in this study. Do these 

strategies work? Are they effective in preventing terrorist incidents? Does the use of 

these strategies make these communities safer? The coopering partner agency participants 

use individual cases as proof of the strategy’s effectiveness. When a situation arises in 

their jurisdiction, they respond and use one or more of the strategies to address that 

situation. The cooperating partner agency’s only gauge of whether the use of the strategy 

and technique was effective is did the suspected incident occur. A recommendation is to 

study the effectiveness of these four strategies and techniques as individual strategies and 

as a comprehensive counterterrorism strategy.  
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Another core concept identified during this study was the lack of information 

sharing from the state and federal agencies to the local small and midsized agencies. The 

literature is full of evaluations and after-action reports done after terrorist attacks occur. 

The findings in many of these evaluations and reports is that the federal agencies had 

intelligence information about the terrorist and or the attack and did not share the 

information with the local agencies. In the case of the Boston Marathon bombing the 

suspects were on the FBI terrorist watch list and the emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies in the Boston area were not notified (Lichtblan & Apuzzo, 2016). 

In the case of the San Bernardino California terrorist shooting, a husband and wife team 

kill 14 people and wound 22 at a business gathering (Cotter, 2016). In an after-action 

report made by the U.S. Department of Justice it was reported that federal agencies had 

information about the wife’s illegal immigration status and credible threats that they 

made against the community (Braziel et al., 2016). This information was not shared with 

the local agencies (Braziel et al., 2016). In Orlando Florida, a terrorist shoots 102 people 

and kills 49 of them in an attack at a local night club (Straub et al., 2017). After the attack 

was over it was found that the FBI had been investigating the terrorist shooter for the past 

two years as a terrorist threat but did not share that information with the local agencies 

(Chappell, 2016). All of the participants in this study had cases where intelligence 

information was shared with the state and federal agencies through the Fusion Center and 

never heard anything back. In many of those cases the state and federal agencies worked 

the information without letting the local agency know. In some cases, the participants 

found out after the federal agencies took action in the local jurisdiction that the federal 
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agencies were working a terrorist threat. All the participants had examples of cases where 

the federal agencies had information about a suspect that was not shared and was only 

given to the local agencies after a suspect was arrested. A recommendation is that 

research be conducted on whether terrorist threat intelligence information is being shared 

from the state and federal agencies to local agencies. The research could separate the 

results based on the size of the local agencies. All of these recommendations are based on 

the gap in the literature and the results of this study. The findings of these recommended 

studies could provide important contributions to this area of community safety. 

Implications 

The U.S Constitution gives the responsibility of providing us with public health 

and safety to the individual states (Haddow et al., 2014). In 2002, the DHS was created in 

direct response to the terrorist attacks that took place on 9/11 (Bullock et al., 2016). DHS 

classified terrorist acts as hazards and the responsibility of the local emergency 

management and law enforcement agencies (Bullock et al., 2016). Terrorism as defined is 

“the threaten or actual use of force or violence against human or property targets…” 

(Martin, 2017, p 7). It is the responsibility of the local emergency management and law 

enforcement agencies to keep their communities safe from terrorism. Small and midsized 

agencies have limited budgets and manpower to address terrorism in their communities, 

but it is still their responsibility. This study answered the question of how these small and 

midsized emergency management and law enforcement agencies were trying to prevent 

terrorist incidents and keep their communities safe from terrorism. The cooperating 

partner agencies are using the counterterrorism strategies and techniques that are 
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identified in this study to fulfill their duty of keeping their communities safe from 

terrorist incidents. The experience of these cooperating partner agencies on the use of 

these counterterrorism strategies and techniques can act as a blueprint for other small and 

midsized agencies to use to better protect their communities. This study also found that 

there is still a problem with the intelligence information sharing from the state and federal 

agencies to the local agencies. This finding should spur additional research studies to be 

done on the information sharing problem. This study can act as a catalyst to other small 

and midsized emergency management and law enforcement agencies to explore other 

counterterrorism strategies and techniques that they use, even with their resource 

limitations. This study did not test the effectiveness of the use of these counterterrorism 

strategies and techniques, but all of the participants had anecdotal evidence of individual 

cases where the use of these strategies and techniques made their communities safer. One 

of the goals of the study was to find out if these small and midsized agencies were using 

any counterterrorism strategies and techniques. The results showed that all of the 

cooperating partner agencies were engaged in some counterterrorism efforts. The hope is 

that small and midsized agencies will read this study and start their own counterterrorism 

program. If the small and midsized agencies were already participating in 

counterterrorism strategies, this study can provide information about additional 

techniques and strategies that can help them prevent terrorism in their communities. 

Conclusion 

The terrorist attacks on the U.S. on September 11, 2001 ushered in a new era of 

anti-terrorism counterterrorism thinking. There have been many terrorist attacks on the 
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U.S. soil since September 11, 2001 and some of those attacks have occurred in small and 

midsized communities. The first to respond is the local agencies. Changes in the federal 

agencies’ rules related to terrorism have made terrorist incidents a hazard that should be 

prevented, prepared for, responded to, recovered from, and mitigated at the local level. 

This change puts local emergency management and law enforcement agencies on the 

front line on how to deal with terrorism. Small and midsized agencies have limited 

budgets and manpower to deal with these responsibilities. The results of this study show 

some counterterrorism strategies and techniques that these small and midsized agencies 

are using to prevent terrorist incidents in their communities. Every small and midsized 

emergency management and law enforcement agency has the responsibility to prevent 

terrorist incidents in their jurisdiction, now they have some strategies and techniques that 

may help them accomplish that goal. This study’s results showed that there is an ongoing 

problem with the information sharing from the state and federal agencies to the small and 

midsized agencies. This should inspire new research into this information sharing 

situation. I found that all of the partner agencies that participated in this study were using; 

intelligence gathering, information sharing, vulnerable target protection, and deterrence 

as counterterrorism strategies and techniques to prevent terrorist incidents in their 

communities. All small and midsized emergency management and law enforcement 

agencies could use these strategies and techniques to prevent terrorism. It is exciting to 

see that small and midsized emergency management and law enforcement agencies are 

engaged in and actively working anti-terrorism counter terrorism strategies to prevent 

incidents and make their communities safe. 
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